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Abstract
The measurement of the direction of WIMP-induced nuclear recoils is a compelling but technologically challenging
strategy to provide an unambiguous signature of the detection of Galactic dark matter. Most directional detectors aim
to reconstruct the dark-matter-induced nuclear recoil tracks, either in gas or solid targets. The main challenge with
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directional detection is the need for high spatial resolution over large volumes, which puts strong requirements on the
readout technologies. In this paper we review the various detector readout technologies used by directional detectors.
In particular, we summarize the challenges, advantages and drawbacks of each approach, and discuss future prospects
for these technologies.
Keywords: Dark Matter detectors, Time Projection Chambers, Gaseous imaging and tracking detectors, Wire
chambers, Micropattern gaseous detectors, Nuclear emulsions
1. Introduction
It is now widely accepted that a large fraction (∼26%) of the matter in the Universe is in the form of non-baryonic
cold Dark Matter [1]. The Weakly Interacting Massive Particle (WIMP) is a leading Dark Matter particle candidate.
WIMPs arise in well-motivated extensions of the Standard Model, especially those including Supersymmetry [2, 3, 1].
A large, and growing, experimental effort employs diverse detection strategies to detect and characterize WIMPs. In
particular, searches are underway to detect WIMPs produced at particle colliders [4], for WIMP annihilation products
via astrophysical searches for gamma rays and cosmic particles [2], and for the direct interactions between WIMPs
and target nuclei in the laboratory [5, 6].
Direct detection experiments search for rare interactions between galactic halo WIMPs and nuclei in a detector.
The scattering is generally assumed to be elastic [5, 7], though models of inelastic interactions have been proposed
[8]. With WIMP velocities on the order of 10−3c, the interaction is non-relativistic, and for typical WIMP and target
nuclei masses, the recoil energies are small (. 100 keV). The main challenge in direct detection is to positively
identify rare WIMP interactions amid a diverse collection of backgrounds that can mimic the signal of interest. As
such, much effort is directed at reducing detector internal backgrounds, shielding from external backgrounds, and
improving signal-background discrimination. Additionally, experimenters seek a Dark Matter signature with high
discriminating power – i.e. those that are only weakly correlated with backgrounds. In 1988, Spergel pointed out
that the motion of the Earth through the Galactic halo of WIMP Dark Matter would produce a forward-backward
asymmetry in the recoil rates in the Galactic reference frame [9]. At present, no known background can mimic this
signal, and so the directional signal is widely held to be the cleanest signature of Galactic Dark Matter. For reviews
of direct Dark Matter detection, we refer the reader to an abundant literature [2, 3]. Additionally, for an overview
of the motivation for and discovery potential of directional Dark Matter detection, we point to Ref. [10], and for an
overview of directional Dark Matter search experiments, we recommend Ref. [11].
Directional Dark Matter detection aims to reconstruct both the energy and the track of a recoiling nucleus fol-
lowing a WIMP scattering. In contrast, direction-insensitive detectors typically measure only the (time-dependent)
energy spectrum. Direction-insensitive experiments have operated underground for several decades, with masses now
approaching the ton-scale. This detection strategy has lead to a wealth of results [12], with exclusion limits that have
begun to approach the neutrino floor [13, 14]. Directional detection is a next-generation strategy that offers a unique
opportunity to conclusively identify WIMP events, even in the presence of backgrounds [15]. Indeed, the motion of
the Solar System through the Galaxy causes a strong angular anisotropy in the WIMP velocity distribution (as ob-
served in the Earth frame). WIMP-induced nuclear recoils will, in turn, exhibit a dipole feature [9]. On the contrary,
the background distribution [16] is expected to be isotropic in the galactic rest frame. In fact, several directional
features provide an unambiguous discriminant between backgrounds and WIMPs, e.g. dipole [9], ring-like1 [17] and
aberration2 [18]. Depending on the unknown WIMP-nucleon cross-section, directional detection may be used to:
exclude Dark Matter [19, 20], discover galactic Dark Matter with a high significance [15, 21, 22] or constrain WIMP
and halo properties [23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. Directional detection also holds the promise of achieving sensitivity below
the neutrino floor [28, 29]. In the absence of directional sensitivity, results from experiments using different targets
must be combined to surpass the neutrino limit [30].
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1The maximum of the recoil rate lies in a ring around the mean recoil direction.
2The annual variation of the mean recoil direction.
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The challenge lies in the construction of a detector that is sensitive to directional signatures. To measure the
direction of WIMP-induced nuclear recoils, one can reconstruct the 3D nuclear recoil track (or the projection of the
track along one or two dimensions). Alternatively, one can employ a detector with anisotropic response to nuclear
recoils to infer information about the recoil track direction, without the need to reconstruct the track. While several
such ideas have been put forward [31, 32, 33], none have been shown yet to provide enough directional sensitivity
for a WIMP search. In the rest of this review, we focus on experimental techniques to reconstruct the nuclear recoil
track. In order to do so, the detector must have high spatial granularity over a large volume. This poses a significant
technological challenge to the readout used for track reconstruction. The focus of this review is to provide a critical
assessment of the diverse readout technologies currently in use to reconstruct tracks in directional detectors.
In Section 2 we describe some of the technological challenges of building a directional Dark Matter detector. The
remainder of this work (Sections 3 through 6) describes each readout technology in turn: Multi-Wire Proportional
Chambers (MWPCs), Micro Pattern Gaseous Detectors (MPGDs), optical readouts, and nuclear emulsions.
2. Technological challenges
The required spatial resolution for directional detection is set by the length of a WIMP-induced nuclear recoil,
which, in turn, depends on the recoil energy and density of the target material. For example, a nucleus recoiling with
energy . 100 keV travels . 100 nm in a solid. Readouts capable of measuring 100 nm-long tracks in solids do
exist in the form of microscopic inspection of nuclear emulsions. These are described in Section 6. Most directional
experiments, however, opt to use a lower-density target (gas at ∼ 0.1 atm), in which recoil tracks have millimeter
extent. This relaxes the required detector spatial resolution, albeit at the expense of detector mass per unit volume. Gas
detectors typically employ a Time Projection Chamber (TPC) and a readout with sub-millimeter spatial resolution in
one, two, or three dimensions, enabling either partial or full reconstruction of the recoil track geometry. A significant
technological challenge for TPC detectors is the construction of large-volume detectors (∼ 103 m3) with high spatial
resolution and high radiopurity.
A WIMP-induced nuclear recoil may produce as few as 102–103 primary electron-ion pairs in the gas. The small
signal strength is due both to the low energy of the nuclear recoil, and the small quenching factors in the gas. The
quenching factor is given as the ratio of the electron-equivalent energy (usually expressed as keVee) to the recoil
energy (keVr). For example, consider a 100 GeV c−2 WIMP traveling at 10−3 c, incident on a detector filled with CF4
gas. The resulting fluorine recoil will have a maximum recoil energy of 40 keVr. At that energy, the quenching factor
of fluorine in CF4 is 0.45 [34], and so the electron-equivalent energy of the recoil is 18 keVee. The W-value of CF4 (the
average energy required to ionize a gas molecule) is 34.3 eV [35], and so the recoil will produce only 530 electron-ion
pairs.
To enhance this weak signal, an electron amplification device is used. This device can take many geometries, but
in all cases it consists of a region of high electric field through which primary electrons are accelerated to sufficient
energies to impact-ionize the surrounding gas molecules. This results in an exponential growth of ionization electrons
– an avalanche. The conventional choice for an amplification device is the multi-wire proportional counter (MWPC,
see Section 3). More recently, micro-pattern gas detectors (MPGD) such as Micromegas (Section 4.1), GEMs, and
µPICs (Section 4.2) have been used. They achieve the necessary amplification field through patterned electrodes on
planar substrates, and are constructed through lithography techniques, much like printed circuit boards. The use of
MPGDs may bring advantages in terms of simplicity of construction, and high spatial granularity. The signal of
interest is either the induced electrical signal on the amplification electrode in the case of the MWPC, Micromegas,
and µPIC, or on separate sense electrodes in the case of GEMs. In addition, a target gas with strong scintillation
photon yield can be used to produce optical signatures during the amplification process. This scintillation light can
then be imaged, as described in Section 5.
Each of these readout techniques is described in the following sections, together with a summary of the status of
ongoing R&D on these technologies. All of the technologies are under active development to study how well they
meet the challenges of directional detection.
An ideal directional detector would be capable of reconstructing the nuclear recoil track in three dimensions (3D),
with high spatial granularity and angular resolution. It would also be sensitive to the vector direction of a recoil
(sense-recognition), not just the axis of the track. The readout would not introduce backgrounds from radioimpurities,
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and it would be able to reconstruct the absolute position of an event vertex, allowing for a full-volume detector fidu-
cialization. Although directional Dark Matter detection can tolerate a sizable background contamination [15] because
of the intrinsic difference between the background-induced and WIMP-induced angular spectra, the discrimination of
background electron recoils from nuclear recoils can be achieved through track topology (see e.g. [36]). Additionally,
the readout would be robust to high-voltage operation over long periods of time (years), and would be scalable to tens
or hundreds of cubic meters of volume.
At present, no technology satisfies all of these requirements, and indeed these design criteria do not carry equal
weight. We describe the relative merits of the design criteria listed above.
To reconstruct WIMP-induced nuclear recoil tracks, the spatial granularity of the detector readout must be finer
than the track length (∼mm in low-pressure gases, ∼0.1µm in solids). The spatial resolution can be achieved by
segmenting the readout plane, or by measuring the temporal profile of the recoil signal. Some readouts can provide
both fine spatial granularity and high temporal resolution. For example, pixel chip readouts (Section 4.3) sample the
x-y plane, providing a 2D projection of the track, but do so at a sampling rate that is fast enough to enable full 3D
track reconstruction. Other readouts are restricted to 2D, but can be used in alongside another technology to achieve
3D tracking.
For example, CCD readouts (Section 5) measure the x-y projection of a track, but could be combined with the
timing resolution of photomultiplier tubes to recover the z projection of the track. Alternatively, it may be sufficient
to operate with only 2D, or even 1D tracking capability. Green and Morgan [37] have shown that for a 100 GeV c−2
WIMP and CS2 target, a 2D detector requires twice the exposure than a 3D detector to observe a WIMP signature.
Meanwhile, Billard [38] showed that in terms of WIMP discovery potential, a 1D detector is only three times less
effective than a 3D detector, though in order to characterize the galactic WIMP velocity distribution, a 3D readout is
required [23, 24, 27]. This study did not contemplate background discrimination/rejection, however, and experimental
studies have shown that the discrimination threshold for a detector with 1D track reconstruction is three times worse
than for a detector with 2D reconstruction [39].
Whether 1D, 2D, or 3D track reconstruction is achieved, a second, powerful recoil signature is the vector direction
(sense) of the track. For a WIMP mass of 100 GeV c−2, a 3D detector with recoil sense recognition can identify a
WIMP signature with an order of magnitude smaller exposure than a detector without sense recognition [37]. For 2D
readouts, the difference is two orders of magnitude. At low WIMP masses (10 GeV c−2), however, sense recognition
has almost no effect on required exposure [21].
The recoil sense is encoded in the track in two ways. First, the nuclear recoils produce more ioniation per unit
length at the start than at the end of the track.3 Second, because large-angle scatters are more likely at low recoil
energy, the beginning of a recoil track is straighter than the end [40]. Both of these signatures argue for readout
granularity much finer than the track length, and the first requires sensitivity to the ionization density along the track.
A further challenge is to reconstruct the track axis and sense at low recoil energies. The relevant energy threshold
for directional detectors is the directionality threshold, meaning the lowest energy for which recoil track geometries
can be reconstructed. Nuclear recoil events may be detectable below the directionality threshold, but without geomet-
ric information.
Directional experiments must pay close attention to signal-background discrimination. Background rejection and
mitigation requires attention to the choice of experimental site, detector target material, and operating conditions, in
addition to constructing a readout with low intrinsic backgrounds. In this work, we focus on the latter, describing
ongoing R&D on background mitigation and discrimination for each readout technology.
A clear challenge facing directional Dark Matter detectors is how to scale to large volume at reasonable cost,
while preserving stable operation and track reconstruction capability. The scalability of each readout technology is
addressed in this paper.
Although in the present review we focus on the readout-specific features, issues like the type of gas, pressure,
drift distance, charge vs. light readout, electron vs. negative-ion drift, among others, will affect the final experimental
parameters [11], and therefore the constraints on the readout will vary accordingly.
3WIMP-induced nuclear recoils have energies well below the Bragg peak, and so dE/dx decreases as the recoiling nucleus loses energy.
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Figure 1: MWPC geometry showing the anode wires (filled circles) of radius a and pitch s, and cathode planes a
distance ` away.
3. Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers
Invented by Georges Charpak in 1968 and honored with a Nobel Prize in 1992, the Multi-Wire Proportion Cham-
ber (MWPC) has a long and venerable history [41]. MWPCs continue to be a workhorse for large particle physics
experiments. MWPCs are the main tracking systems for the world’s largest TPCs, including ALICE (88 m3) [42] and
STAR (4.2 m long, 4 m diameter) [43], as well as next-generation liquid argon neutrino experiments such as DUNE
[44]. In the realm of Dark Matter detection, the Directional Recoil Identification From Tracks (DRIFT) experiment
has used MWPCs for over a decade in a low-pressure gas TPC [45]. Thorough descriptions of MWPCs and their use
in particle detection are provided in Refs. [46, 47, 48]. Here, we discuss MWPCs in the context of directional Dark
Matter detection, including their use in DRIFT.
3.1. General features of MWPCs
In the MWPC, a set of parallel, equally-spaced anode wires (typical spacing 1 to 5 mm) are situated symmetrically
between two cathode planes (see Figure 1). The anode-cathode gap ` is typically many times larger than the anode
wire spacing. The cathode plane is held at a common, negative potential −V0, and the anode wires are grounded.
The resulting electric field has two regimes (see Figure 2). Far from the anode wires, the field is largely uniform and
perpendicular to the cathode plane, and electrons drift toward the anode wires while positive ions drift toward the
cathode. The field strength there is well approximated by
E ≈ CV0
20s
, (1)
where C is the capacitance per unit length of the wire, s is the anode wire pitch (see Figure 1), and 0 = 8.854 ×
10−12 F/m is the permittivity of free space.
Close to an anode wire, the field is largely radial, as in a proportional tube, with approximate strength
E ≈ CV0
2pi0
1
r
. (2)
As electrons approach the anode wires, they experience a field that increases rapidly, and they gain enough energy
to excite and ionize surrounding gas molecules. The ionization leads to avalanche multiplication. Gains of 105 are
readily achievable, though in the context of directional Dark Matter detection where low gas pressures are used to
ensure long recoil tracks, gains of 103 are more typical.
A useful MWPC design parameter is C, the capacitance per unit wire length, given by
C =
2pi0
pi`/s − ln (2pia/s) , (3)
where a is the radius of the anode wire. The capacitance is a weak function of the anode wire diameter, but is
approximately proportional to wire spacing.
Dark Matter searches require large detection volumes, so the MWPC is used as an endcap detector attached to a
large conversion/drift volume (i.e. a TPC or a drift chamber). For example, in the DRIFT experiment, an MWPC with
` = 1 cm mates to a 50-cm-long conversion/drift region. The MWPC cathode is a wire plane, making it transparent to
electrons.
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Figure 8.2 Schematics of the MWPC with deﬁnitions of the symbols used in
the text.
Figure 8.3 Field lines and equi-potentials near the anode wires in the MWPC.
214 Multi-wire proportional chambers
Figure 2: Field lines in the MWPC are uniform near the cathodes, and approximately radial near the anode wires.
Image from Ref. [48].
3.2. MWPC geometry and size limitations
Practical limitations exist on both the anode wire pitch (and therefore the spatial resolution), and the anode wire
length (and therefore the maximum MWPC size). As a rule of thumb, the minimum anode pitch is ∼ 2 mm, and the
maximum wire length is ∼ 2 m [46].
The spatial resolution of the MWPC is of order the wire pitch (though Section 3.3 describes the use of a segmented
cathode to achieve a spatial resolution well below the anode wire pitch). Difficulties, in the form of discharges, arise
if one attempts to increase the spatial resolution by reducing the wire pitch. In particular, the gas multiplication factor
M depends exponentially on the charge per unit wire length C V0. For constant detector gain, one must preserve the
quantity C V0. But reducing the anode wire pitch will decrease C (see Equation 3), and so V0 must be increased, often
substantially. For example, the DRIFT MWPC has ` = 1 cm, 2a = 20 µm, and s = 2 mm, which gives C = 2.9 pF/m.
If the anode pitch were reduced to 1 mm, then V0 would need to be increased by a factor of 1.8 in order to preserve M.
This would exceed the sparking threshold in the detector. While it is possible to increase M by decreasing the anode
wire diameter, this introduces mechanical challenges, as described next.
The maximum size of an MWPC is limited by the achievable mechanical anode wire tension. In the nominal
MWPC configuration, the anode wires are in an unstable equilibrium, with the wire tension balancing the electrostatic
attraction between anode and cathode. The required anode wire tension grows with the square of the wire length.
A large wire tension is therefore desired, but the tension, and therefore the maximum wire length, is limited by the
ultimate tensile strength of the wire. If we define TM to be the maximum wire tension before deformation, then the
maximum stable anode wire length LM is given by
LM =
s
CV0
√
4pi0TM . (4)
For example, the DRIFT detector uses stainless steel wires with 2a = 20 µm, so TM ≈ 0.15 N. During standard DRIFT
operation, V0 = 2884 V, with a corresponding maximum stable anode wire length of LM = 1 m. The use of thinner
wires (e.g. as a way to increase gain while decreasing the anode wire pitch) would reduce TM and therefore restrict
the maximum size of the MWPC.
Techniques exist to construct MWPCs larger than allowed by the wire tension restriction described above. For
example, mechanical supports for the wires can be inserted along the MWPC, as was done in the NA24 experiment at
CERN [49]. These supports contact the anode wires and must be insulating. They will produce a local electric field
perturbation that will impact the particle detection efficiency [50], though this effect can be largely mitigated [51].
Additionally, MWPCs can be tiled to form a larger readout plane, as was done in ALICE [42] and STAR [43]. A
description of various MWPC construction methods is given in Ref. [52]. The upcoming use of kiloton liquid argon
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(LAr) detectors with MWPC readouts for neutrino experiments has also motivated the construction of MWPCs with
areas larger than 1× 1 m2 [53, 44]. Section 3.6.1 discusses some synergies between LAr-based neutrino detectors and
directional Dark Matter detection.
3.3. Spatial resolution
A recoil track in the TPC produces charge carriers (e.g. electrons or negative ions) that diffuse in both the trans-
verse (x-y) and longitudinal (z) directions as they travel toward the readout plane. Negative ions suffer less diffusion
than electrons, often at the thermal limit [54]:
σthermal =
√
2kT L
eE
≈ 0.72 mm
√( L
1 m
) (1 kV cm−1
E
)
(5)
where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the physical temperature of the gas, L is the drift distance of the charge carrier,
e is the fundamental electric charge and E is the magnitude of the drift electric field. Assuming that no confinement
techniques are implemented (e.g. a magnetic field parallel to the drift direction would suppress diffusion in the x-y
direction), diffusion can limit the achievable spatial resolution in all three dimensions.
For an MWPC with solid cathode planes, as described in Section 3.2, the spatial resolution in the x-direction
is of order the anode wire pitch s. There is no spatial information in the y-direction (parallel to the anode wires).
Early on, however, it was recognized that measuring the induced charge on a segmented cathode plane allowed for
spatial reconstruction in both the x and y directions. In fact, point resolutions much finer than the wire spacing have
been demonstrated in both the x and y dimensions. For example, Charpak et al. [55] achieved a point resolution of
σx = 0.15 mm and σy = 0.035 mm for soft X-rays in an MWPC with s = 2 mm.
Spatial resolution along the drift direction z is achieved via timing (pulse shape) information, and generally pro-
vides higher spatial resolution than in either the x or y directions. As described below, DRIFT uses an electronegative
gas (CS2) that allows for the drift of negative ions, with charge carrier drift speeds of ∼ 5 cm/ms. Readout electronics
sample the resulting anode electrical signal at 1 MHz, which corresponds to ∆z = 50 µm. Both the track extent along z
and the longitudinal diffusion of charge carriers during drift affect the pulse shape. A recent discovery of minority car-
riers in negative ion gas [56] makes it possible to measure the absolute z coordinate of an event in the drift/conversion
region. This allows for 3D detector fiducialization, as well as a correction for the diffusion contribution to the track
size.
3.4. Radiopurity
For WIMP Dark Matter searches, the largest background found for wire chambers has been radon-progeny decays
producing radon-progeny recoils (RPRs) and, through energy degradation, low energy alphas (LEAs) [57]. Unlike
the micropatterned gaseous detectors described in Section 4, MWPCs can be made to have only metallic wires in the
x-y readout plane (with some support structure around the perimeter). The wires can be made very low background
via material selection, and subsequent treatment (e.g. electropolishing [58] or nitric acid etching [59]) can further
improve radiopurity by removing a thin surface layer that is rich in daughters from the 222Rn decay chain. For
example, removing < 1 µm of material via electropolishing has been shown to reduce the contamination by a factor
of > 100 [58].
Detector fiducialization in x and y (by applying an edge-crossing cut in the analysis), as well as by fiducializing
in the z direction using e.g. minority carriers [56] allows for the rejection of remaining RPRs and LEAs. Using this
technique, the DRIFT collaboration has demonstrated zero-background operation during a 46.3 live-day exposure
[45].
MWPCs have also been used for low-background material screening. For example, the BetaCage project [60] uses
an MWPC with z-fiducialization via charge induction fraction, and they anticipate a sensitivity of∼ 0.1 alphas m−2 day−1
and 0.1 betas keV−1 m−2 day−1.
3.5. MWPCs in the DRIFT Dark Matter detector
The use of MWPCs for directional Dark Matter experiments was pioneered by the DRIFT collaboration [61]. Uti-
lizing negative ion drift technology, the DRIFT collaboration has been operating cubic-meter-scale TPCs underground
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Figure 3: The DRIFT-IId detector in the Boulby Mine.
in the Boulby mine (England) since 2001. For a description of the currently active DRIFT-IId detector, see Ref. [62].
Recently the collaboration published the leading WIMP cross-section limits from a directional detctor [45]. A brief
summary of the DRIFT-IId detector as it was operated for the limits run is provided here for convenience.
A 1.53 m3 low-background stainless steel vacuum vessel provided containment for the gas, which was 30+10+1 Torr
CS2+CF4+O2. Within the vacuum vessel were two back-to-back TPCs with a shared, vertical, central wire cathode
cathode (Figure 3). Two field cages, located on either side of the central cathode, defined two drift regions of 50 cm
length in which recoil tracks could be detected. Charge readout of tracks was provided by two MWPCs each com-
prised of an anode plane (20 µm stainless steel wires with 2 mm pitch) sandwiched with a 1 cm gap between two
perpendicular grid planes (100 µm stainless steel wires also with 2 mm pitch). The potential difference between the
grids and the grounded anode planes was -2884 V. An acrylic strong back provided mechanical stability against the
wire tension. The central cathode voltage, at -30 kV, produced a drift field of 580 V/cm. For each MWPC, 448 grid
wires (measuring the y-direction) were grouped down to 8 sense lines that were then pre-amplified, shaped and digi-
tized. The anode sense lines (measuring the x-direction) were treated identically. Eight adjacent readout lines (either
anode or grid) therefore sampled a distance of 16 mm in x and y. Voltages on the grid and anode lines were sampled at
1 MHz providing information about the event in the drift direction z. With a negative ion drift speed of ∼5 cm/ms, this
sampling rate corresponds to 50 µm spatial resolution in z. The 52(41) of the remaining wires form a grid(anode) veto
on each side of this fiducial area against ionizing radiation from the sides of the detector, for each MWPC. Triggering
of the data acquisition system occurred on individual anode lines. All lines were digitized from -3 ms to +7 ms rela-
tive to the trigger with 12-bit digitizers. The region bounded by the vetoes and the inner MWPC grid planes formed
a fiducial volume of 0.803 m3. Each side of the detector was instrumented with an automated, retractable, ∼100 µCi
55Fe calibration sources, which allowed regular monitoring of detector gain and performance.
3.5.1. Directionality
DRIFT detectors have been shown to be directional. A range component signature, based on the measurements of
the components of the range of the recoils, ∆x, ∆y and ∆z was studied in [63]. Despite utilizing induced signals on
the grid wires, no useful directional information was found in the ∆y component. But the amplitude of the variation
of the ratio ∆x/∆z was found to increase with energy from ∼50 keVr, which at that time was the operational threshold
(the threshold has since been lowered to 30 keVr). DRIFT’s use of negative CS2 anion drift suppresses diffusion, and
therefore reduces the directional energy threshold relative to electron drift gases.
The head-tail signature (sense recognition) was also studied [64]. This signature was found to be four times
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expected. The sign of the difference (column 5), reverses but is
otherwise statistically equivalent to the +z run. The sign here, right
NIPsRatio bigger than left for a !z run, suggests more ionization at
the tail than head. The implication of this result, as discussed
above, is that electronic stopping plays a dominant role in the for-
mation of ionization for low energy recoils. These results are in
agreement with [8].
Fig. 7 illustrates the effect further. Here, integration histograms
of the NIPsRatio asymmetry parameter for 250–500 keV and 50–
100 keV events for each MWPC are shown, normalized to the total
event count. Plots with the source in the +z and !z positions are
overlaid. The difference between +z and !z is clearly visible, grow-
ing smaller at lower energy.
Because mean NIPsRatio is not 1.0 for the x and y exposures the
best asymmetry parameter for observing the head–tail effect is the
mean difference between NIPsRatio for events on the left and
events on the right. The absolute value of this difference is largest
when the neutron source, or Cygnus, is on the z (Optimal) axis and
is zero when the neutron source is on either the x or y (Anti-Opti-
mal) axis. To provide the best measurement of the head–tail effect
the Optimal (+z and !z) and the Anti-Optimal (+x and !y) runs
were combined in this way. The results are shown in Table 1. Be-
cause of the increase in statistics the significance of the Optimal re-
sult has increased to 23.8 while the Anti-Optimal result still yields
a null result.
Using the information in Table 1 a rough estimate can be made
of the required number of events to detection. The difference in
NIPsRatio between the optimal and Anti-Optimal runs runs is
23.8 standard deviations. This scales as the square root of the num-
ber of events taken on both axes. Thus 440(1000) events on both
axes would be required for a 2(3) sigma observation with no back-
ground. This result is not in accord with theoretical expectations
where a factor of "10 improvement on the range component sig-
nature was expected. Most certainly this has to do with how small
the head–tail effect is coupled with measurement issues.
Improvements can be expected in these results. Lower elec-
tronic noise or higher gas gain will lower the error on the measure-
ment of the head–tail ratio improving the significance.
Furthermore almost all of the events used in this study were dom-
inated by diffusion. The effect of diffusion is to drive the NIPsRatio
closer to unity reducing the signal. Diffusion effects can be miti-
gated with larger drift fields or statistical removal of diffusion if
the drift distance of the ionization were known. All of these options
are under active investigation.
To aid understanding of this effect the size of the Optimal and
Anti-Optimal percentage difference as a function of energy was
calculated. As clearly seen in Fig. 8 the magnitude increases with
increasing energy and, by extrapolation, looks likely to remain sig-
nificant even below 50 keV.
7. Conclusion
In conclusion, it has been demonstrated using a m3-scale DRIFT
directional dark matter detector that neutron-induced sulfur re-
coils, with properties close to those from massive WIMPs, display
a clear head–tail asymmetry at low energy. The results indicate
more ionization at the tail (point of collision) of the track than at
the head (end of range) of the track. Event analysis using non-opti-
mized electronics and simple parameterization comparing ioniza-
tion deposited in the first and second half of the recoil tracks,
indicates that head–tail asymmetry can be observed equivalent
to a modulation, as the WIMP directions change over a sidereal
day, of 14% at current threshold. In [11] we show how the orienta-
tion of recoil tracks, parameterized by the ratio Dz/Dx, will also
oscillate over a sidereal day. The prospect is now open to combin-
ing these signals, leading to a new and more powerful route to
identifying or studying the galactic nature of WIMPs. Analysis of
this and a calculation of the number of events to detection will
be the subject of future DRIFT work.
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Fig. 8. Optimal and Anti-Optimal percentage differences as a function of sulfur
recoil energy. Optimal data from the +z and !z runs are shown with blue circles
while Anti-Optimal data from the +x and !y data are shown with brown triangles.
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Figure 4: Measurements of the recoil sense in DRIFT-II as a function of energy. The y-axis quantifies the recoil
sense reconstruction, with zero correspon ing to correct sense reconstruction only h lf of the time (i.e. no head-tail
sensitivity). Blue circles correspond to data taken with a neutron source aligned with the z-axis. DRIFT has the best
spatial resolution along the z direction. The measurements show a recoil sense sensitivity all the way down to the
detector threshold of 50 keVr (the threshold has since been improved to 30 keVr). The red triangles correspond to a
combined data set with the neutron source aligned along the x and y axes, producing recoils that should exhibit no
recoil sense asymmetry in the z direction. As expected, these measurements are con istent with zero. Figure from
[64].
stronger than the range component signature, as expected. As shown in Figure 4, recoil sense recognition was achieved
all the way down to the threshold (at the time) of 50 keVr. An extrapolation of the data suggest it is non-zero down to
energies below threshold.
3.5.2. Cost and reliability
The DRIFT collaboration has built seven cubic-meter-scale devices, and has op ra ed MWPCs underground for
more than a decade. In each case the cost of the MWPC was insignifican compared to the electronic readout and
vacuum vessel. In recent years the stability of operation has improved to the point where the collaboration can
reliably run for more than 6 months at a time. The most vexing problem for DRIFT has been broken anode wires.
Repair times for broken wires, however, are only several days.
3.5.3. Backgrounds
As shown by DRIFT [65], RPRs are expected to be th dominant background to directional WIMP searches in
gas. The RPRs were initially found to be lat d to radon emanation in the DRIFT detector [66]. An extensive effort to
remove radon emanating materi ls was undertaken ith the result that radon emanation no longer limited DRIFT [59].
It was then found that 210Pb was coating the wires of both the central cathode and the MWPCs and creating RPRs not
related to radon emanation. Both the central cathode and MWPCs were etched in nitric acid, which eliminated these
backgrounds. DRIFT has since replaced the central cathode with a clean, texturized, 0.9 µm-thick aluminized mylar
film. This has reduced the RPR background rate to ∼1/day [57]. DRIFT has been able to tag and cut those events
using z-fiducialization via minority carriers, producing a recent background-free limit [45].
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3.6. Future prospects for large-area MWPCs
3.6.1. Very large TPCs with MWPC Readout
The use of liquid argon detectors for the next-generation long-baseline neutrino experiments has led to substantial
developments in MWPC technology and associated readout electronics. For example, the DUNE collaboration is
designing large anode plane arrays (APAs) for the proposed 10 kton liquid argon TPC modules to be installed un-
derground at the Homestake site over the next decade [44]. These APAs are 6 m × 2.3 m in size with three planes
of MWPC readout. Many hundreds of these APAs will be needed for the final assembly. Each DUNE module has a
proposed active volume of 12m × 14.5 m × 58 m. As a point of reference, such a TPC if filled with gas at the operating
pressure of DRIFT would hold about 2 tons of target. The DUNE TPCs are not designed for low background opera-
tion, and the MWPC readout has a wire spacing of 3 mm. Nevertheless this design could be modified for directional
detection.
Perhaps the biggest challenge when scaling up the MWPC design is the electronics to read out the correspondingly
large number of channels. The synergy with the liquid argon neutrino detectors will help here as well. The drift speed
of electrons in liquid argon is closely matched to that of negative ions in a low-pressure gas, and so the electronics
developed for DUNE and other related experiments can be used in directional Dark Matter detection. In particular,
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) has developed custom ASIC chips for charge shaping and analog-to-digital
conversion (ADC). The BNL ASICs are already in use on several LAr experiments including MicroBooNE [67],
LArIAT [68], and the 35T LBNE prototype detector [69], and will be used to readout 1.5 million channels for the full
DUNE far detector. The DRIFT collaboration has already successfully demonstrated the use of the charge shaping
ASICs on a DRIFT detector [70], and work is underway to use the ADC ASICs as well [71].
3.6.2. Hybrid MWPCs
In DRIFT, the MWPC provides both gas amplification and charge readout. In doing so, the anode wire pitch is
limited to 2 mm because of inter-wire electrostatic forces. It is interesting to consider alternative strategies that use
wires only for charge readout, and a different device for gas amplification (e.g. a gas electron multiplier – GEM).
In doing so, the wires would not be at high-voltage, and the wire pitch could be reduced substantially (though not
as fine a pitch as in Micro-Patterned Gas Detectors – MPGDs). In addition to the finer spatial resolution, such a
hybrid scheme is worthwhile to explore because of the low capacitance per unit length of the wires, and the absence
of radio-impure substrates in the active volume. An added benefit of this approach is that a GEM (or a set of multiple
GEMs) can potentially provide more gas amplification than a traditional MWPC because it produces a longer region
of high-field in which to develop the avalanche. Preliminary simulation work is underway to explore this GEM+wire
possibility [72].
3.7. Conclusions
MWPCs have played a central role in leading particle physics experiments for the last 40 years. Their ease of con-
struction and low radioactivity make them an interesting readout techology for directional Dark Matter detection. Fast
timing readout electronics provides spatial sampling equivalent to 50 µm in the z direction, but the spatial granularity
in the x and y directions is limited to > 1 mm. Track reconstruction is therefore limited to 1D or 2D, though the recoil
sense can be measured along the z direction. MWPCs are readily scalable to large volumes, and readout electronics
with high channel density are under active development to handle channel counts in excess of 106. A synergy between
the needs of directional Dark Matter searches in negative ion gases and liquid argon neutrino detectors is particularly
interesting, and may provide enabling technologies to scale up directional Dark Matter TPCs with MWPC readout.
4. Micro Pattern Gaseous Detectors (MPGDs)
In recent years, an increasing number of tracking detectors have utilized sophisticated amplifying structures made
from printed circuit-like substrates. Such structures are generically referred to as micro-pattern gaseous detectors
(MPGDs), and have a number of potential advantages over MWPCs, such as finer detector granularity, higher max-
imum rate capability, improved mechanical robustness, and greater ease of producing large detector planes. This
recent trend is mainly driven by high energy physics experiments. The origin of MPGDs is attributed to Anton Oed,
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who in 1988 invented the microstrip gas chamber (MSGC) [73], a plane of thin metallic strips imprinted on a plastic
substrate, around which the amplification takes place.
Although the MSGC was not widely adopted, due to its ageing effects and the appearance of destructive discharges
(mainly due to the geometrical proximity of the plastic substrate to the amplifying avalanche), this was the start of
a new, and soon very active, line of development. In order to overcome the limitations of the first MSGC, a number
of alternative amplifying structures were developed, based on gap, hole, well, wire, or dot-based geometries, with
different (sometimes complementary) degree of success [74]. Although a number of MPGDs have been successfully
employed in specific applications, two generic MPGD types are now widely used in particle physics experiments:
the micro-mesh gas structure (Micromegas [75]), and the gas electron amplifier (GEM [76]). They are considered
the most successful MPGDs, and they also form the basis for more recent derived concepts like the ThickGEM and
RETGEM detectors (derived from the GEM) and the bulk and microbulk detectors (derived from the Micromegas).
In addition, combining MPGD amplification structures with highly integrated readout electronics allows for gas-
detector systems with channel densities comparable to those of modern silicon detectors. New types of MPGDs
have been built using CMOS pixel ASICs directly below GEM or Micromegas amplification structures. In 2008,
the RD51 collaboration at CERN was established to further advance the development of MPGDs and associated
readout electronics for applications in basic and applied research [77]. Also in recent years, more specific studies
have investigated the suitability of MPGDs for rare event searches [78]. Here, the focus is on more specific features,
such as radiopurity, energy resolution, tracking performance such as angular resolution and particle identification of
particular interest for the field.
The advantages offered by MPGDs are of interest for directional Dark Matter detection, and a number of MPGD
development and prototyping initiatives are underway. The following sections review the status of MPGDs, including
current results and future prospects. In Section 4.1, the development of Micromegas readouts is described, including
a number of technical R&D results of relevance to low background applications as well as the specific experience of
the MIMAC directional Dark Matter detection experiment. In Section 4.2, results on the µ-PIC readout used in the
NEWAGE experiment are described. Finally, recent efforts on pixel ASIC readouts are described in Section 4.3.
4.1. MPGD: Micromegas
With the advent of MPGDs, the possibility to design and built precise readout planes allowing the reconstruction
of low energy (few keV) recoil tracks of a few mm length is simpler and easier than with conventional wire planes. In
particular, Micromegas detectors have shown these qualities for rare event searches [78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85].
Micromegas are double-gap MPGD consisting of a metallic micromesh suspended over a pixelized anode plane by
insulating pillars. The mesh-anode gap defines an amplification region (usually with width in the range of 25-256 µm).
The drifting electrons go through the micromesh holes and trigger an avalanche inside the gap, inducing detectable
signals both in the anode pixels and in the mesh.
The CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST) experiment has been a pioneer in the use of Micromegas detectors
for rare event searches since 2002. The context is the search of solar axions converted into 1–10 keV photons in
the magnetic field of the experiment. In 2007, the shielded TPC with a multi-wire proportional counter as a readout
structure covering two detector emplacements of the experiment was replaced by two Micromegas detectors. The
background level achieved in the 2012 data campaign showed a two-order-of-magnitude improvement with respect
to the Micromegas detectors used at the beginning of the experiment [80]. This background level of 1.5 × 10−6
keV−1cm−2s−1 is also two orders of magnitude better than the best level achieved with the CAST TPC [86]. Since
2007, the amplification structure used is a microbulk Micromegas detector made of kapton and copper exhibiting very
low levels of radioactivity per unit surface area [87, 84]. The pattern of the Micromegas anode, an array of highly
granular pixels interconnected in the x and y directions, as well as the recording of the micromesh pulse are features
that are used, for instance, in the MIMAC directional Dark Matter detector [83].
In the following, we review the suite of Micromegas technologies, highlighting their advantages and drawbacks
for directional Dark Matter search (Section 4.1.1) as well as the current R&D efforts relevant to directional Dark
Matter search (Section 4.1.2). We then present the first use of a Micromegas-based detector for directional Dark
Matter detection, namely in the MIMAC experiment (Section 4.1.4).
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4.1.1. Micromegas technologies relevant to directional Dark Matter search
Micromegas technologies can be classified according to the type of mesh that is used and the way the insulator
spacers are manufactured. In the following, we review the various Micromegas technologies and highlight their
advantages and drawbacks for use in directional Dark Matter searches with requirements outlined in Section 2. We
note that, at present, the choice of the Micromegas technology that is best suited to a directional Dark Matter search
may require some compromises. For instance the production of large area Micromegas with a good radiopurity has
not yet been achieved.
4.1.1.1. Standard Micromegas. In the first generation of Micromegas, the amplification gap spacers were glued onto
the anode plane [75], and the micromesh was suspended on top of the spacers. Besides, the spacers were implemented
on the anode plane using standard lithography techniques [88]. Electroformed micromeshes have also been produced
with attached pillars [89]. A significant drawback of this approach is that the parallelism between the anode and
the mesh depended greatly on the manufacturing of the mechanics of the detector, and on the expertise of the user.
This technology has been used for the first Micromegas applications in the early 2000s, such as neutron time-of-flight
(nTOF) [90], CAST [91] and COMPASS [92]. This standard Micromegas has been more or less abandoned after the
advent of bulk and microbulk technologies in 2006–2007, as described in Secs. 4.1.1.2 and 4.1.1.3. However, there
is a renewed interest in standard Micromegas as they have been shown to be the most favorable for the production of
large size and large number of detectors [93, 94]. In particular, the upgrade of the muon chambers of the ATLAS New
Small Wheel [93] within the framework of the luminosity upgrade of the LHC in 2019, requires a surface of 1200 m2,
with more than 2 million electronic channels. This scalability is a key advantage of standard Micromegas for use in a
large-scale directional Dark Matter search.
4.1.1.2. Bulk Micromegas. In the bulk technology [95], the amplification structure is manufactured as single entity,
instead of as two separate components (mesh and anode plane). This enables the production of large, robust and
inexpensive modules. In bulk Micromegas a commercial woven mesh is encapsulated in insulating pillars by a stan-
dard printed circuit board (PCB) process. The main steps in the fabrication process consist of placing a stretched
mesh between insulating layers (often two on the bottom and one on the top) directly on a readout plane. A mask
with the pattern of the pillars is placed on top of this stack and is illuminated by ultraviolet light. A chemical bath
then removes the non-illuminated regions. The final structure is a readout plane with an encapsulated mesh between
insulating pillars. The bulk Micromegas is very robust and easy to manufacture. This type of detectors has been
produced by CEA (IRFU/SEDI) and CERN. As the raw material of the insulator is 64 µm thick, the amplification gap
of a bulk Micromegas detector is a multiple of this value. Amplification gaps of 64, 192, 256, 512 µm have already
been manufactured with a 35 µm thick woven mesh. Bulk Micromegas are used for different applications, e.g.for the
largest MPGD TPC (9 m2) in the T2K [96] experiment, and the MINOS TPC [97] tested successfully in 2013. The
CLAS12 [98, 99] experiment is also finalising the design and construction of bulk Micromegas detectors to operate in
the near future in a magnetic field.
A key advantage of the bulk technology for directional Dark Matter detection is the possibility to produce Mi-
cromegas with a broad range of well-controlled amplification gaps. Indeed, larger gaps are preferred at the low gas
pressures used in directional searches. For example, the MIMAC bi-modules operated in the underground laboratory
of Modane [100], are using bulk detectors with a 256 µm amplification gap, allowing operation at 50 mbar. An effort
is underway to select radiopure construction materials for the bulk Micromegas, in particular the micromesh and the
PCB readout plane.
4.1.1.3. Microbulk Micromegas. As with the bulk technology, the final structure for the microbulk technology is a
single entity containing the micromesh and the anode plane. However, the main constituents are different: the raw
material is a thin, flexible kapton foil with a 5 µm copper layer on each side. The possible amplification gaps are 50,
25 and 12.5 µm. The manufacturing process is based on lithography [101].
Due to their thin mesh and amplification gap homogeneity, the energy resolution demonstrated with microbulk
Micromegas is extremely good for a gaseous detector, ∼11% (FWHM) at 5.9 keV in an Argon + 5% Isobutane gas
mixture [102], i.e. close to the theoretical statistic-limited value of 10.8%. Microbulk detectors are known to be
less robust to sparks than bulk detectors. However, they have shown remarkable stability in the case of the CAST
experiment for long data taking periods, and in the nTOF experiment as a neutron beam profiler [103, 104]. These
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readouts are also used in the non-directional Dark Matter search TREX-DM [105]. Microbulk detectors are currently
being developed in the context of double beta decay searches, for which good energy resolution and operation at high
pressure in Xe mixtures is required. Energy resolutions of 7.3% (9.6%) FWHM in 1(10) bar at 22 keV in Xe and
trimethilamine has been demonstrated [106, 107, 108].
Although energy resolution is not a central requirement of directional Dark Matter detection [21] it is connected
with important aspects like homogeneity and stability of response, as well as the quality of the topological information
of the readout. The main advantage of the microbulk option remain its excellent intrinsic radiopurity [87, 84], as it is
being object of active R&D (see Section 4.1.3).
4.1.1.4. Ingrid Micromegas. Gridpix is a detector integrating a Micromegas grid with a pixel readout chip as the
signal collecting anode manufactured by microelectronics techniques [109]. This technique has been developed by
the MESA industry and the University of Twente. The precision of the fabrication Micromegas grid (ingrid) on silicon
wafers (holes controlled to a 1 µm precision and gaps varying less than 1%) results in an excellent resolution ∼11%
(FWHM) at 5.9 keV in an Ar+10% Isobutane mixtures with high enough gains to detect single primary electrons. An
example of a first implementation of this type of detector in a low background experiment is the Ingrid CAST detector
[110] where the detector has been operated successfully exhibiting a very low energy threshold (300 eV).
Despite its low threshold and excellent energy resolution, this technology does not seem very appropriate for
directional Dark Matter detection as only small surfaces (largest 12 cm2 with mosaic techniques [111]) can be manu-
factured at present.
4.1.1.5. Resistive bulk Micromegas. In order to decrease the total number of electronics channels, it has been pro-
posed to increase the charge dispersion by means of a resistive coating. This allows to keep a good spatial resolution
while reducing the total cost of the detector [112]. The first Micromegas with a resistive coating have been developed
in the context of the R&D for the ILC-TPC. With this strategy, the sparks limit is surpassed and sparks are aborted.
Hence, resistive Micromegas detectors constitute an interesting solution for high flux environments where the conse-
quences of sparking need to be reduced. In the last years an active program of R&D has been developed for resistive
strip readout in particular within the framework of of the upgrade of the muons detectors of the New Small Wheel
(NSW) for the High Luminosity LHC (HL-HLC) [113]. Resistive Micromegas detectors will also be used for the
forward tracker of the CLAS12 tracker [98].
The reduction of the total number of channels that can be obtained with resistive coatings is an appealing feature
in the context of large TPC for direction Dark Matter detection. However, the radiopurity of the coatings needs to be
studied. Moreover, dedicated studies should be carried out in order to optimise the resistivity value of the resistive
film so that the directional information is not lost.
4.1.2. Current R&D efforts on Micromegas technologies
There is currently a vigorous R&D program to refine and expand the Micromegas technologies. In this section,
we highlight the efforts that pertain to directional Dark Matter searches. In particular, we focus on strategies to reduce
the required number of electronic readout channels to enable a cost-effective scaling of the Micromegas technology
to large area readouts, as well as techniques to localize charge to facilitate 2D/3D track reconstruction.
4.1.2.1. Genetic Multiplexing. This is an innovative technique to reduce the number of electronic channels. It as-
sumes that a signal is deposited on at least 2 neighbouring strips. Spatial resolution around 100 microns can be
achieved with meter size detectors equipped with only 64 channels. With this technique, the degree of multiplexing
can be easily adjusted to the incident flux of particles to solve the ambiguities. The technique has been tested on a
large, 50 × 50 cm2 Micromegas prototype equipped with 1024 strips and read with only 61 channels [114].
4.1.2.2. Segmented Mesh Microbulk. The localization of charge is a key issue for directional Dark Matter detection
as it is related to the 3D reconstruction of the recoiling nucleus [40], providing the electron drift velocity in the gas
mixture is known [115].
To cover medium or large surfaces with a 2D pattern, the strategy used up to now is an x-y structure out of
electrically connected pads in the diagonal direction through metallised holes. This readout strategy reduces the
number of channels with a fine granularity covering a large anode. In CAST, these anode signals are combined and
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are correlated to the integrated signal of the mesh in the discrimination algorithms. The mesh signal can also be used
as a trigger signal. This strategy has been very successful and has allowed impressive background rejections. One
of the issues of this structure is that, in the theoretical limit of no gas diffusion, the charge would only be collected
in one pixel and the 2D capabilities would be lost. Even if in practice this does not happen, the charge collection
in the two directions is not completely equivalent. Another major disadvantage is the complexity of manufacturing
this multilayer stack. Moreover, when coupled to the microbulk technology, this readout structure complicates the
manufacturing of the detector and decreases the production yield. A new concept has been developed to manufacture
a Microbulk Micromegas detector with 1D strips in the readout plane and a stripped micromesh in the orthogonal
direction. The so-called “segmented mesh Microbulk” provides two opposite fully correlated signals induced both
on the anode and on the mesh strips giving intrinsically spatial information in two directions. Furthermore this
structure coupled to autotrigger electronics provides a very low threshold detector compared for instance to the CAST
detectors, where the trigger is provided by the whole mesh taking into account the total detector capacitance. The
manufacturing process is similar to that of the Microbulk but simpler. First detectors have been manufactured and
operated successfully as neutron beam profilers in the context of the nTOF Experiment.
4.1.2.3. Piggyback resistive Micromegas. In most Micromegas applications the design of the detector vessel and
the readout plane are completely linked. A way of decoupling these two components would be by separating the
amplification structure and detector volume from the readout plane and electronics. This is achieved with the so-called
“Piggyback” Micromegas detectors [116]. The signal is then transmitted by capacitive coupling to the readout pads.
This opens up new possibilities of application in terms of adaptability to new electronics. In particular, Piggyback
resistive Micromegas can be easily coupled to modern pixel array electronic ASICs. The novelty is the way in which
the resistive layer is deposited on an insulator substrate instead of being directly deposited on the anode plane. The
insulator is then posed on the readout plane. The Micromegas detector operates as usual in the proportional avalanche
mode inducing signals on the resistive anode plane. The structure needs to be optimised in such a way that the
electronic signal is not lost through the resistive layer but is propagated to the readout plane i.e. the capacitance of
the insulator needs to be much larger than the capacitance of the amplification gap. Materials with large dielectric
constants are favoured (10). The first experimental tests have been performed with a bulk Micromegas with an
amplification gap, tamp, of 128 µm and a ceramic layer with tinsu of 300 µm. For the resistive layer, ruthenium oxide
(RuO2) has been chosen for its robustness, stability and wide range of resistivity values available. This readout
structure is being explored for X-ray Polarimetry and the system needs to be optimised to perform spectro-polarimetry
using different gas mixtures at low pressures [117, 118]. The interesting feature is the isolation of the amplification
gap from the readout plane, allowing to reduce the cost of the electronics and probably facilitating the installation of
the readout electronics outside of the chamber. However, the radiopurity of the structure needs to be measured and
will have to be optimised for rare event detection experiments.
4.1.3. Micromegas for low background applications
An active R&D program on Micromegas for low background applications is ongoing, namely the T-REX project
[119]. This development is mostly focused on microbulk Micromegas (see Section 4.1.1.3), due to their good intrinsic
radiopurity. Indeed, specific measurements of both raw material and fully processed microbulk readouts with high pu-
rity Ge detectors [87, 84] have demonstrated extremely low levels of radiopurity, below 0.1 µBq/cm2 corresponding to
a negligible component in the radioactive budget. Microbulks are limited in size by their current fabrication technique
and this may be a drawback in their scalability. One way to surpass this is to design efficient tiling or “mosaic” strate-
gies to reach large surface of readouts with relatively small single elements. Some ideas have already been developed
allowing this in an almost dead-zone-less way, and with efficient extraction of a high number of channels. Currently
the largest surface of microbulk in operation is the NEXT-MM prototype built at University of Zaragoza, with a circu-
lar readout of 30 cm diameter, composed of 4 circular sectors planes (themselves the largest single microbulk made so
far) [107, 108]. In parallel, work is ongoing to build radiopure bulk readouts, as an alternative strategy to reach large
surfaces. Work is also ongoing to understand radiopurity limitations in components other than the readouts typically
associated with Micromegas setups [120], as well as into shielding strategies, understanding of the microphysics of
the avalanche and the optimal treatment of the topological information of the pixelised readout towards background
rejection. The most recent series of highly-granular microbulk detectors in CAST have benefited from this R&D and
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have achieved background levels down to ∼ 10−6 keV−1cm−2s−1 at surface (∼ 10−7 keV−1cm−2s−1 in a special un-
derground setup [121, 80]) a factor more than 100 (1000) lower than the first generation CAST Micromegas detector.
Many of the elements in these detectors are directly translatable to an application to Dark Matter directionality. A
larger, highly radiopure, Micromegas TPC prototype called TREX-DM is being commissioned at the moment to test
these concepts, and to measure background rates and energy threshold. This study will inform the design of a more
massive detector, with potential applications in a non-directional search for low-mass WIMPs [105].
4.1.4. Micromegas in the MIMAC experiment
The MIMAC collaboration [83] is currently building a large TPC devoted to Dark Matter directional detection for
which three dimensional track reconstruction is recognized as a major issue [40]. The following detection strategy has
been chosen. The nuclear recoil produced by a WIMP in the TPC produces electron-ion pairs in the conversion gap of
the Micromegas detector. The electrons drift towards the amplication gap (128 µm or 256 µm in this case) where they
produce an avalanche that induce signals in the pixelized x-y anode and in the mesh. The third dimension z of the recoil
is reconstructed by a dedicated self-triggered electronics specifically designed for this project [122, 123, 124, 125] that
is able to perform a full anode sampling at a frequency of 50 MHz. The concept has been verified by the construction
of a 10 × 10 cm2 detector to validate the feasability of a large TPC for directional detection with a realistic size
prototype.
4.1.4.1. Design of the MIMAC readout. The design of the bulk Micromegas was guided by the requirements on
the granularity of the anode as well as by the operation conditions (various gas mixtures and various pressures).
Simulation studies showed that the granularity of the readout plane needed strips of 200 µm size. The design of the
bulk Micromegas end cap takes into account these requirements. Moreover the end cap was designed to be versatile
as the detector was first to be validated by the T2K electronics [126, 127] before the final conclusive test with the
specifically designed MIMAC electronics [122, 123, 124, 125].
The detector and the characterisation tests have been described in detail elsewhere [128]. Here we will only
describe the main features. The system consists of a leak-tight readout plane on a 2 cm aluminium cap. A general
sketch of the mechanical assembly is given in Figure 5. The bulk Micromegas is fabricated on a Printed Circuit Board
(PCB), called Readout PCB, of 1.6 mm thickness (a in Figure 5). The signal connections from one board to another
are done by means of connectors that are placed and screwed between the two boards (b in Figure 5). On the outside
of the vessel an Interface card distributes the signals to the desired electronics (c in Figure 5). The active surface is of
10.8 × 10.8 cm2 with 256 strips per direction. The charge collection strips make-up an x-y structure out of electrically
connected pads in the diagonal direction through metallized holes as can be seen in Figure 6 (left). This readout
strategy reduces the number of channels with a fine granularity covering a large anode surface. The pads are 200 µm
large with an isolation of 100 µm resulting into a strip pitch of 424 µm. The surface quality of the readout plane can be
observed in Figure 6 (right). The 100 µm diameter metallized holes have been fully fillled, hence yielding a completely
uniform surface. This fact is a prerequisite to obtain a uniform performance of a bulk Micromegas detector. To enable
the use of two different electronic system, two versions of the interface PCB to the electronics were fabricated. This
design offers several advantages: a simple, compact and leak-tight way for the signal connections and a versatility for
two different types of electronics.
Bulk Micromegas with two different amplification gaps (128 and 256 µm) were produced in order to choose the
best gap for different running pressure conditions. The detectors were tested in a dedicated vessel in an Argon (95%)-
Isobutane (5%) mixture at atmospheric pressure with a 55Fe source (5.9 keV X-rays). The tested detectors exhibit
typical bulk Micromegas behaviour in terms of gain and resolutions: gains greater than 2 × 104 before sparking for
both amplification gaps, and energy resolutions between 16% and 21% (FWHM) at 5.9 keV.
4.1.4.2. Micromegas in the MIMAC operation conditions. The current MIMAC prototype is a dual-TPC, composed
of two TPC sharing a common cathode. Each TPC is 25 cm long and equipped with the pixelized micromegas detector
(10 × 10 cm2). Each strip of pixels is monitored by a current preamplifier and the fired pixel coordinate is obtained
by using the coincidence between the x and y strips, i.e. with a signal on the grid greater than a given threshold,
are stored. The end of the track event is defined by a series of 8 empty samples. Each strip of pixels has its own
threshold determined by an autocalibration algorithm. The criterium used to define the thresholds is the minimal
value with no electronic noise signal within 15 seconds. In order to reconstruct the third dimension of the recoil, the
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Figure 5: Zoom of the Readout PCB (a in the image), Leak-tight PCB (b) and the Interface PCB (c).
200 µm
42
4 µ
m
100 µm
Figure 6: Left: Sketch of the 2D readout used. Right: Microscope photograph of the 2D readout.
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z coordinate (along the drift axis), a self-triggered electronics has been developed [123, 124, 125]. It allows anode
plane sampling at a frequency of 50 MHz. Providing the electron drift velocity is known, either by simulation [129]
or by measurement [115], the track may then be 3D reconstructed [40]. The ionization energy is digitized at 50 MHz
by the flash ADC placed after the charge preamplifier used to read the grid.
The stainless steel chamber is equipped with field rings to ensure a good homogeneity of the drift field. The
leak-tight interface shown in Figure 5 provides a connection with the electronic board located outside the chamber.
To ensure a good charge collection, the gas is permanently recirculated through a gas control system including a 1-bar
buffer and a filter to remove H2O and O2 impurities.
The detector is calibrated using electronic recoils induced by X-rays from the fluorescence of copper, iron and
cadmium foils, produced with an X-ray tube. Note that the orientation of the X-ray tube is chosen in such a way that
primary X-rays cannot enter the detector volume. Figure 7 presents a typical calibration spectrum measured in the
dual-TPC during underground operation. The spectrum features X-rays from the fluorescence of the foils, as well as
of the stainless steel chamber (Co, Fe). These X-rays are used for the energy calibration of the MIMAC detector up
to 10 keVee, thanks to the minimization of a likelihood function [130].
The gas mixture chosen for Dark Matter search with MIMAC is CF4 (70%), CHF3 (28%) and C4H10 (2%). CF4
is usually considered as the standard gas for directional detection [131] due to its electron transport properties [132],
and the sensitivity to spin dependent interaction [133] thanks to the non-vanishing spin of 19F. CHF3 is added to lower
the electron drift velocity while keeping almost the same fluorine content of the gas mixture [115]. In the case of
the MIMAC detector, a fraction of 30% was found to be adequate as it allows to significantly enhance the 3D track
reconstruction while conserving sufficiently dense primary electron clouds in order to keep a high nuclear recoil track
detection efficiency. Eventually, C4H10 is used as a quencher to improve the avalanche process in the Micromegas
gap. Since Summer 2012, the detector has sucessfully operated underground at the Laboratoire Souterrain de Modane
[134].
The next step of the MIMAC project is a 1 m3 detector that will be a demonstrator for the large TPC devoted to
Dark Matter directional search. The design is a matrix of dual-TPC chambers. Upgrades are required in order to
fulfill technical specifications required for such a detector. In particular, it must include a larger Micromegas detector
(35 × 35 cm2), together with dedicated electronics (1960 channels), synchronized by a global clock in order to veto
multiple-chamber events.
4.1.5. Conclusions
Micromegas detectors are a mature technological choice for rare event detection. The strengths of the Micromegas
technology like energy resolution, homogeneity of the gain, stability of operation, good spatial resolution and radiopu-
rity combined with ultra-low background techniques turn out in very competitive options for a directional Dark Matter
search. Microbulk detectors are being used in the context of axion solar search and of double beta decay detector R&D
achieving impressive background levels at surface and energy resolution respectively. A dual-TPC prototype has been
built and operated at low pressure by the MIMAC Collaboration in the Laboratoire Souterrain de Modane. The next
steps will be to study and improve the achieved background levels by improving the radiopurity of the detector and
vessel construction materials while scaling the detector to 1 m3.
4.2. MPGD: µ-PIC
The micro-pixel chamber (µ-PIC), a type of MPGD, was first developed in 2000 by Tanimori and Ochi [135]. The
most unique feature of the µ-PIC compared to other types of MPGDs is that the detector is a monolithic board. This
offers an advantage in developing large-scale detectors, which is essential for rare event search experiments. Another
feature of the µ-PIC is that the gas amplification structure (typically 50 µm-diameter anode electrodes) also constitutes
a two-dimensional micro-pattern (typically 400 µm pitch) readout. This simplifies the detector system, which could
be another advantage in developing low-background detectors.
A schematic of the µ-PIC is shown in the left panel of Figure 8. Cathode electrodes are formed on the detection
side of a substrate with a pitch of 400 µm. The polyimide film substrate is 100 µm thick. The cathode strips have
circular openings with 260 µm diameter and 400 µm pitch. Anode electrodes with diameters of 50 µm are formed
at the center of each opening. Both the anode and cathode electrodes are made of copper. The gas amplification
occurs in the strong electric field near the anode electrode. The pixel-shaped electrodes were implemented so that the
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Figure 7: Left: Calibration spectrum and best fit obtained from the minimization of the likelihood function. The lower
plot presents the residuals between data and model. Figure from [130].
detectors do not suffer destructive discharges, which had been a problem in previous MSGCs [136]. Anode electrodes
are connected through the substrate to the anode readout strips on the rear side. The anode strips run orthogonal to
cathode strips so that the two-dimensional position of an event can be determined from the coincidence of the anode
and cathode-strip signals.
4.2.1. Development of the µ-PIC and related technologies
The development of the µ-PIC started in the year 2000 with a small prototype that had a detection area of 3×3 cm2
[135]. After this proof-of-concept, development of a practical-sized µ-PIC with a detection area of 10 × 10 cm2
started in 2002 [137]. This practical-sized µ-PIC is the “standard” µ-PIC and many units have been produced since
its inception. The quality of the standard µ-PIC was improved in subsequent years, and by 2004, the performance
satisfied the requirements for several intended applications [138, 139, 140, 141]. Typical performance characteristics
of a standard µ-PIC include a position resolution of 120 µm, a maximum gas gain of 15000, a gain uniformity of
5% RMS, an energy resolution of 23% FWHM at 5.9 keV, and stable operation for more than 1000 hours at a gain
of ∼6000 [142]. Fabrication of large (31 × 31 cm2) µ-PICs commenced in 2004 [143]. A photograph of a large-
sized µ-PIC is shown in the right panel of Figure 8. The fabrication of the anode electrodes for large µ-PICs has
not yet been optimized. Therefore, at present, the gas gain during operation is restricted to 5000. This is to be
compared with the typical gain of 7000 for standard µ-PICs. µ-PICs are currently being used in such fields as MeV
gamma-ray astronomy [144], medical imaging [145], neutron imaging [146], small-angle X-ray scattering [147], gas
photo-electron-multipliers [148], space dosimetry [149], and directional Dark Matter searches [150].
A dedicated readout system for the µ-PIC detector has also been developed. An initial version was based on the
CAMAC system [136]. Subsequently a more compact, FPGA-based, system was developed [151]; a revised version
of which is now widely used for µ-PIC readout. This system consists of an amplifier-shaper-discriminator chip (SONY
CXA3183Q or CXA3653Q), which discriminates the signal from each strip, and FPGAs which encode information
on the hit strips at a frequency of 100 MHz. The original FPGA firmware was designed to use the coincidence of
anode (x) and cathode (y) signals to realize a pipe-line process of high event-rate signals. The firmware and the data
acquisition system have since been tailored for individual applications. The latest FPGA firmware outputs the time-
over-threshold of each strip, which improves the spatial resolution and tracking performance in some applications
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Figure 8: Schematic (left) and photograph (right) of a µ-PIC.
[146].
Simulation studies with the finite-element method (FEM) have been indispensable for understanding the gas
avalanche in the µ-PIC and optimizing the detector structures. Early-stage studies published in 2004 [152, 153]
were performed with Garfield [154] and Maxwell-3D [155]. In these studies, experimental results were only partially
explained by the simulation, but suggestions for further detector optimization were obtained. The latest studies use
Gmsh [156], Elmer [157], and Garfield++ [158]. There is now a good agreement between the simulated avalanche
size and measured signals from the electronics. As a result, the detector simulation is now used to design the entire
system [159].
4.2.2. µ-PIC technologies for directional Dark Matter searches
The application of the µ-PIC detector and its data-acquisition system to directional Dark Matter detection began
in the early 2000s, and the first proposal was published in 2004 [160]. The idea was to utilize a state-of-the-art µ-
PIC-based TPC for directional Dark Matter searches. Thus, a proof-of-concept was important in the early stages.
Demonstrations of the three-dimensional detection of nuclear tracks and of gamma-ray discrimination were given top
priority among many R&D items considered, as described in Ref. [160]. One technical issue particular to directional
Dark Matter searches is the chamber gas. In most µ-PIC applications, argon-based gas at atmospheric or greater
pressure is used. However, a directional Dark Matter search experiment needs to use gas at lower pressure so that the
recoiling nuclei travel a distance comparable to the detector pitch. The optimum pressures for a µ-PIC chamber with
CF4 gas were found to be 20 and 30 Torr, for a detector with and without the ability to detect track sense, respectively
[160, 10]. Detector operation with a low-pressure gas is generally more difficult than at atmospheric pressure, because
the chamber tends to discharge more frequently. As a first step, CF4 at 152 Torr was used. A Dark Matter search in a
surface laboratory was performed to set direction-sensitive Dark Matter limits derived from the “sky-map” of nuclear
tracks [161]. This measurement was performed to demonstrate that a three-dimensional gaseous tracking detector
can set Dark Matter limits, although the specific limit obtained was much weaker than those set by non-directional
detectors due to the limited exposure and the high number of background events. After these new concepts had been
demonstrated, the NEWAGE collaboration installed a µ-PIC based TPC in an underground laboratory [162]. With the
proof-of-concept accomplished, the development of µ-PICs for directional Dark Matter searches has now progressed
to the pursuit of low-background detectors.
4.2.3. µ-PICs in NEWAGE
The NEWAGE experiment uses µ-PICs for directional Dark Matter searches. Three TPCs (NEWAGE-0.1a,b,c)
with 10×10 cm2 µ-PICs and two (NEWAGE-0.3a,b) with 31×31 cm2µ-PICs are operating in surface and underground
laboratories, respectively.
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Figure 9: A schematic of the NEWAGE-0.3a detector.
A schematic of a typical NEWAGE TPC is shown in Figure 9. The µ-PIC located at the bottom of the vacuum
vessel serves as a two-dimensional readout with the third dimension from timing. An electric field in the detection
volume causes the primary electrons to drift toward the detection device. A GEM located above the µ-PIC provides
additional gain. The performance of the latest and largest detector, NEWAGE-0.3b’, filled with CF4 gas at 76 Torr,
has been characterized in detail [150]. The directional energy threshold was 50 keV electron equivalent; the angular
resolution, nuclear track detection efficiency, and electron detection efficiency at the energy threshold were measured
to be 40◦, 40% and 2.5 × 10−5, respectively. The latest underground directional Dark Matter search was performed in
2013 and a direction-sensitive spin-dependent limit of 557 pb for 200 GeV/c2 WIMPs was obtained [150].
4.2.4. Conclusion
The µ-PIC and associated electronics are a well-studied system for three-dimensional tracking in gaseous detec-
tors. A TPC with a µ-PIC pioneered the use of MPGDs for directional Dark Matter searches in the early 2000s. The
next step in the development of µ-PICs for directional Dark Matter searches is to create low-background detectors.
4.3. MPGD: Pixel chip readout
Conventional readout techniques for gaseous detectors have been based on the use of wires (with few millimeter
pitch), strips (with 100–200 µm pitch), or pads (with area on the order of a square millimeter). As discussed in
Sec. 4, in recent years MPGD-based gas amplification has significantly improved gas detector performance over
what can be achieved with wire-based approaches, so that nowadays the limiting factor has become the readout.
To match the spatial pitch of the MPGD amplification device, a finely pixellated readout structure could be used.
Advances in commercial CMOS processes have led to the availability of highly segmented detectors with several
million pixels each operating as an independent sensing element. These pixel semiconductor detectors have become
powerful tools for particle tracking, radiation detecting systems in high energy physics experiments, and fast imaging
applications with penetrating radiation. MPGDs using pixel readout chips as anodes offer the possibility of high
(single electron) charge-collection efficiency, three-dimensional reconstruction with position-dependent ionization
measurement, negligible noise at room temperature, small demands on DAQ, and low cost per channel. If pixel chip
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Table 1: Summary of the main characteristics of the most advanced versions of pixel chips discussed in Sec. 4.3. The
acronyms used in the last row (Modes) are described in the text.
FE-I4b QPIX-ver.1 Timepix3
Pixel Size (µm2) 50 × 250 200 × 200 55 × 55
Pixel Matrix 80 × 336 20 × 20 256 × 256
CMOS Process 130 nm 180 nm 130 nm
Clock Speed (MHz) 40 100 100*
Readout Serial Parallel or serial Parallel or serial
Trigger Data driven or external External Data driven or external
Threshold (e−) 2000† 60000 500‡
Noise (e−) 100 2500 100
Modes TOA+TOT ADC+TOT+TOA TOA, EC+iTOT,
TOA+TOT
*A time resolution of 1.6 ns is possible, see Section 4.3.3.1.
†The threshold is adjustable. This is a typical value.
‡The threshold is adjustable. This is the minimum threshold for which ≤1 pixel will fire due to noise [163].
readout can be combined with an amplification stage stable at gas pressures of order ∼10 Torr (like a single thick
GEM or 3-4 thin GEMs), then this technology may be suitable for imaging nuclear recoils with high signal-to-noise
ratio, excellent position and energy resolutions and low energy threshold, making it very attractive for directional
Dark Matter searches.
To date, work on these technologies has focused on single-chip miniature TPC prototypes and gas pressures
ranging from atmospheric pressure down to 100 torr. Three main families of CMOS-based chips have been used in
R&D targeting directional Dark Matter searches, namely the ATLAS, QPIX, and Timepix pixel chip families. The
chips can operate in different modes including time-of-arrival (TOA), time-over-threshold (TOT), charge integration
(ADC), event counting (EC), and integral time-over-threshold (iTOT). In the following we will discuss each of these
R&D efforts in turn, together with chip specifics (summarized in Table 1), and future prospects.
4.3.1. ATLAS pixel chips
The ATLAS pixel chip family has been developed in order to cope with the large radiation dose and high particle
flux seen by the innermost detector of the ATLAS experiment at the LHC. The FE-I3 and FE-I4b chips are fabricated
in 250 nm and 130 nm CMOS technology, respectively, with pixel sizes of 50×400 µm2 and 50×250 µm2, and are both
nominally clocked at 40 MHz. Each pixel contains an integrating amplifier, a discriminator, a shaper, and associated
digital controls. Only a small fraction of each pixel’s surface area, nominally used for bump bonding of pixelated
silicon sensors in the ATLAS experiment, is conductive. When using these chips (without such silicon sensors) to
detect amplified TPC drift charge, a pixelized metal layer is deposited onto the chip surface, to increase the conductive
area of each pixel and hence the charge collection efficiency. Pixels are typically tuned to thresholds of 1500-3000
electrons, well above the typical pixel noise (100–200 electrons RMS at room temperature). As a result, in the absence
of a true charge signal, the rate of hits is typically negligible (< 10−9 Hz per pixel) and no data are output by the chip.
When avalanche charge reaches the pixel chip and at least one pixel detects charge above threshold, a digital trigger
signal is produced by the chip. This signal triggers the readout, resulting in a zero-suppressed digital serial stream that
encodes the 2D position, arrival time, and amount of ionization observed in all pixels above threshold. Because the
typical pixel thresholds (about 2000 electrons) are small compared to typical MPGD gains (103−105). It is reasonable
to expect readouts based on MPGD gain stages and pixel chip readout to be capable of detecting all primary ionization
- even single electrons - with efficiency near unity and negligible rates of noise hits. This expectation was confirmed
in the first measurements with double-GEM gain stages and ATLAS FE-I3 pixel chip readout at LBNL [164].
4.3.1.1. Existing prototypes and performance. Four miniature TPCs with fiducial volumes ranging from 0.5 to 60 cm3
have been constructed to study TPC charge readout with ATLAS pixel chips, two at LBNL [164, 165] and two at the
University of Hawaii [166, 167]. All four prototypes have employed a double layer of CERN standard GEMs [76]
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Figure 10: Schematic of charge readout via double GEMs and a pixel chip.
Figure 11: Second-generation prototype TPCs with pixel readout constructed at LBNL (left) and the University of
Hawaii (right). Both prototypes utilize a double layer of GEMs for charge amplification, and a single ATLAS FE-
I4b pixel chip to detect the charge. The LBNL prototype utilizes a 12-cm cylindrical field cage constructed from a
flexible Kapton sheet with copper field-shaping rings. The Hawaii prototype utilizes a 15-cm field cage consisting of
aluminum rectangular field shaping electrodes, mounted onto four Delrin acetal support rods.
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Figure 12: Alpha-particle track recorded with Hawaii TPC prototype with pixel chip readout. Each block shown
represents one 50 × 250 × 250 µm3 unit of the readout volume. The color represents the ionization measured in that
volume, and in the detector volume directly above it, as further explained in the text. Note the absence of noise hits.
with 5 × 5 cm2 active area and 140 µm hole spacing for charge amplification, and a single pixel chip for recording
the resulting avalanche charge, as depicted schematically in Figure 10. The pixel chip is glued to a circuit board and
electrically connected with wire bonds, which are shielded against the electric field by a small metal overhang [164].
The first prototypes at both sites used the ATLAS FE-I3 pixel chip [168], while the two most recent ones (shown in
Figure 10) both use the ATLAS FE-I4b [169].
Since the charge detected in each pixel is measured via TOT, which typically has a time constant equal to multiple
clock cycles (and hence time bins) of the pixel chip, for typical electron drift velocities and track shapes, each pixel
provides a single hit per track, which is the location of charge closest to the chip. The measured charge assigned to that
hit is then the integral of all charge in the track directly above the pixel. By using the known drift velocity in the gap,
a 3D image of the surface of the track’s charge cloud that is facing the pixel chip can be reconstructed. This provides
a detailed measurement of the distribution of total ionization across and along the track, as shown in Figure 12, with a
point resolution of order 100–200 µm in all three dimensions. Detailed measurements of detector performance can be
found in a series of published [164, 165, 170, 166, 171] and forthcoming [167] papers. These studies have shown that
the pixel chip contribution to the point resolution and energy resolution of the readout plane is small or negligible.
Instead, the point resolution of the readout plane has been found to be limited by diffusion in the transfer and
collection gaps (see Figure 10), which for any practical application are much smaller than diffusion in the drift gap.
As a result, as is also visible in Figure 12, a TPC with pixel readout can record a large number of independent mea-
surements across the typical diffusion width of ionization trails. This capability can be used to measure the diffusion
contribution to charged tracks, including nuclear recoils. The LBNL and Hawaii groups recently demonstrated that
by making use of detector-internal calibration sources, robust measurements of diffusion can be obtained. As a result,
the absolute position of mm-sized track segments were measured to an accuracy of 1–2 cm [171]. This has enabled
absolute position measurement and hence fiducialization in the drift direction, which is critical for low-background
search experiments. It may also be possible to trade some of the better-than-needed readout plane resolution for larger
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area coverage via charge focusing [172], as discussed also in Section 4.3.4.4.
The event-energy resolution of TPC readout with pixel chips is energy dependent, and typically limited by the gain
resolution of the amplification stage, in this case the double GEMs. In 70:30 He:CO2 and 70:30 Ar:CO2 gas mixtures
at atmospheric pressure, the gain resolution is asymptotic to σE/E ≈ 2–4% at 1–2 MeV. For keV-scale energies, of
interest for WIMP Dark Matter detection, it is of order σE/E ≈ 10% at atmospheric pressure, limited by primary
ionization statistics and statistics of the avalanche process.
Perhaps surprisingly, despite the high precision and sensitivity of the pixel chip readout, the data rate and demands
on the DAQ system tend to be lower than in most competing approaches. This is because the discrimination against
noise occurs far upstream in the data flow – in the analog part of each individual pixel – and because the chip can
self-trigger. As a result, in the absence of ionization in the drift gap, there are no digital hits or triggers created, and
no data is output by the chip.
Though other amplifications stages than GEMs could be considered, the GEMs and pixel chips have proven to
be a robust combination of high gain, low noise, and low pixel threshold, that promises exceptional sensitivity in the
context of Dark Matter detection. Initial concern that discharges from the GEMs would damage the sensitive pixel
electronic have proven to be unfounded; for example, the first Hawaii prototype (D3-Micro) [166] operated more or
less continuously for two years with the same pixel chip, and that chip still works today. One drawback of thin GEMs
is that they are rather vulnerable to dust, so that detector assembly in a clean room is recommended.
At atmospheric pressure, two thin GEMs provide sufficient gain (of order 104) compared with typical discriminator
settings in the pixels (2000–3000 electrons), so that even single ionization electrons in the drift gap can be easily
detected. This should, in principle, translate into the lowest possible discrimination and directionality threshold levels
achievable when reconstructing ionization trails of WIMP recoils. However, a detector optimized for low energy
threshold, such as for low-mass WIMP searches, might operate well below atmospheric pressure, probably in the
10-torr range. Though below-atmospheric pressure clearly reduces the target mass, it also lowers the directionality
threshold, and thus can increase the directional sensitivity of a detector [173, 174, 10]. A double thin-GEM layer
would not be stable at such low pressures [165], but thicker GEMs can provide stable, high gain even down below
1 Torr [175]. The drawback of thick GEMs is larger hole spacing and thus somewhat reduced spatial resolution.
Another option might be to mix the low-pressure target gas with Helium at higher partial pressure [165], which
improves GEM stability and may allow operation with multiple thin GEMs, while largely preserving recoil track
length. The Hawaii group is currently building a next-generation prototype to study these options in more detail.
4.3.2. The Quasi-3D pixel chip (QPIX)
When reading out TPC signals, TOT is a good estimator of the collected charge as long as the charge collection
time profile does not change significantly. Since, however, directional Dark Matter detectors need a drift region
as long as possible in order to maximize the active volume, longitudinal diffusion modifies this parameter so that
smaller-diffusion events possess shorter TOTs and larger-diffusion longer ones. Moreover, TOT is also affected by
the inclination of the track with respect to the detection plane, so that for a given charge longer TOTs are expected
for electron avalanches arriving perpendicular to, rather than parallel to the x-y readout plane. Therefore, independent
measurements of TOT and charge would provide additional information on the tracks such as diffusion and track
direction. The measured diffusion would in turn provide an estimate of the absolute z position. Absolute z, even if
the resolution is several cm, would greatly help to reduce radioactive background from the cathode and the detection
plane [40].
It is with this idea in mind that a CMOS ASIC called Quasi-3d pixel chip (QPIX), with the capability of ADC
measurement in addition to TOA and TOT in each pixel, is being currently developed [176]. The development is
still at the proof-of-concept stage, and cost and radioactive backgrounds from the readout system are currently under
investigation. The QPIX, like other pixel-readout chips, is intended to be coupled with MPGDs such as GEMs.
4.3.2.1. The QPIX-ver.1 chip. After R&D on several types of Test Element Groups (TEGs), QPIX-ver.1, the first
prototype with a two-dimensional array, has been developed [177, 178].
QPIX-ver.1 has 20×20 pixels with a pitch of 200 µm. Each pixel has a single register for 14-bit TOA, 8-bit TOT,
and a 10-bit successive approximation register (SAR) ADC. The power consumption of each pixel is about 150 µW.
The chip was produced in the TSMC 0.18 µm process. A microscope photo of 20×20 pixels is shown in Figure 13.
84 I/O pads are placed along three of the edges of the chip. The inset shows the magnification of one pixel. A metal
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Figure 13: A microscope photo of QPIX-ver.1. 20 × 20 pixels are seen. The inset shows a magnification of one pixel.
pad area is indicated by the dashed line. This pad area can be used for direct charge collection from the gas volume
or as a contact pad for bump bonding. A trace of a bump bonding test is seen in the center. The circuit area is 130 ×
140 µm2. Further details are described in Refs. [177] and [178].
The electrical performance of QPIX-ver.1 was studied by injecting charges via the pads. It was found that the
TOA had good linearity up to 2 µs while the ADC was linear up to 1.5 pC. The comparator threshold for TOA and
TOT measurement was 10 fC. The threshold, however, was about ten times higher than the design value. New TEGs
with lower threshold of 1 fC and smaller dynamic range of 100 fC are being designed.
The chip was tested as a charged particle tracking device in a setup with four QPIX-ver.1 chips, a 2.8-cm drift gap,
and three GEMs. Ion beams (Ne7+ at 260 MeV) at Takasaki JAEA were used and a position resolution of 85 µm was
obtained.
Once the electrical characteristics satisfy the requirements for QPIX to be used in directional Dark Matter experi-
ment, background reduction and cost will become the next important R&D items.
4.3.3. The Medipix chip family
Medipix2 and Timepix [179] are the second generation of the Medipix chip family, fabricated in the IBM 250 nm
CMOS process, with a 256× 256 matrix of 55 µm square pixels. The two chips share a similar architecture.
Medipix2 was originally conceived as a photon counting, X-ray imaging detector intended to exploit the superior
noise performance and granularity of active pixel devices, compared to charge integrating systems based on conven-
tional pad readout. Each Medipix2 pixel contains a charge-integrating preamplifier and a discriminator with a globally
adjustable threshold, followed by mode control logic and a 14-bit counter. The chip is driven by an external shutter
signal that determines if the pixel matrix is taking data or reading out. When the shutter is open, each pixel indi-
vidually counts the number of particles above threshold and increments the counter. When the shutter is closed, the
matrix is read out as a shift register with a dead time of ∼10 ms. The Timepix chip is derived from Medipix2, where
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the second threshold of Medipix2 is replaced with a counting clock operating up to 100 MHz (synchronized with the
external clock reference) which is propagated to every pixel. This allows two new modes of operation, namely TOT
and TOA, in addition to a particle counting mode. It is possible to program individual pixels to operate in different
modes, and still read them out simultaneously. In TOT mode the energy resolution (∆TOT/TOT) is better than 5% if
the input charge is at least 1000 e− above threshold. In TOA mode, the measured time-walk per pixel is ≤ 50 ns. TOA
is measured in 10 ns due to limitations in the distribution of the (100 MHz) clock across the pixel matrix.
The main driving requirements for the development of Timepix3 [180] (fabricated in 130 nm CMOS) have been
the simultaneous measurement of time (TOA) and charge (TOT), the minimization of dead time, the improvement
of time resolution and improved monotonicity of TOT above 2 × 105 e− in detecting both polarities. Timepix3 has
several modes of operation, namely TOA+TOT, EventCount+Integral TOT, and TOA only. In the first mode, 10-bit
TOT and 18-bit TOA are recorded simultaneously in each pixel. TOA is measured using a reference clock at 40 MHz
for the most significant 14 bits; the additional 4 bits of fine TOA measurement are provided by a Voltage-Controlled
Oscillator (VCO) distributed across the pixel matrix, running at 640 MHz and allowing to reach a time quantization
of 1.6 ns.
Each pixel is equipped with a threshold-equalization DAC (Digital-to-Analog Converter), to correct for pixel-
to-pixel variations. A Krummenacher scheme [181] guarantees a charge-sensitive preamplifier symmetric in both
polarities, with a 500 e− threshold. High gain (50 mV/1000 e−), and low noise (75 e− RMS) ensure efficient hit
identification. The circuit has fast peaking time (∼10 ns), limiting the time-walk. PMOS diodes are added to the
Krummenacher feedback to provide monotonicity up to large values of positive holes (∼ 2 × 105) and correct for
the deviations observed in the original Timepix. The chip can be read out at the end of the shutter period as its
predecessor (classical sequential readout), but also in data-driven mode. In the latter mode, Timepix3 sends out a
48-bit packet every time a pixel is hit; this optimizes the bandwidth of the system for the expected maximum hit rate
of 40 Mhits s−1 cm−2.
Preliminary tests demonstrated a time walk less than 25 ns for pulses larger than 800 e− [182]. The Timepix3
energy and track reconstruction performance has so far only been tested for hybrid chips bump bonded to 300 µm-
thick silicon sensors [183]. The energy resolution in TOT mode under normal operation conditions is found to be 4.07
keV FWHM at 59.5 keV (with possibility of improvement with stabilization of chip temperature).
4.3.3.1. Medipix chips in TPCs. The first use of the Medipix2 chip in combination with a MPGD occurred in 2005,
and demonstrated single-electron detection with 90% efficiency [184]. Several realizations of this concept followed
and brought to the development of the GridPix [185], a Timepix coupled to a special type of Micromegas, the InGrid
[186], directly produced on the chip in a photolithographic process, with the holes of the grid aligned to the pixels.
The GridPix, originally developed as an R&D for the main tracker of the International Linear Collider, demonstrated
a single point resolution of 41 µm and 15 µm in the x and y directions respectively on the SPS 180 GeV c−1 muon
beam [187]. The GridPix is also an excellent X-ray detector, with demonstrated energy resolution of 3.85% for
5.9 keV photons (very close to the Fano factor of 3%), and an energy threshold of 277 eV [188], in the context of the
CAST experiment.
A new detector called GEMPix has been developed within the Medipix collaboration and INFN where the ampli-
fication is provided by a new triple-GEM (active area 28 × 28 mm2) to match exactly the area of a Quad-Timepix.
Thanks to a specially designed high voltage power supply, and a carefully chosen GEM electrode layout, the GEM-
Pix demonstrates good reliability and discharge resistance [189]. Two new R&D projects called NITEC and DCant
started in 2015 with a 5 cm drift TPC coupled to GEMPix in the context of directional Dark Matter searches, to test
the performances in negative ion operation and the possible anisotropic response of carbon nanotubes [190].
TPC readouts will benefit from new features available with Timepix3. The simultaneous TOT and TOA measure-
ments will improve the spatial resolution (thanks to the possibility of sub-pixel resolution with the centroid of the hit),
simplify pattern recognition, and help in single-ionization cluster detection. Timepix3 also allows for the possibility
of exploiting through silicon-vias instead of wirebonds at the chip edges, which can allow for large, high-density
realizations of the readout (see Sec. 4.3.4.3).
4.3.4. Prospects for realizing large-area pixel detectors
In the path towards the development of ton-scale detectors with directional sensitivity, the data acquisition and
readout structure is likely to be both the cost driver (approximately $25/cm2 of pixels) and the major scale-up issue.
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Figure 14: Two methods of QPIX mounting. (Left) Wire-bond mounting. (Right) Flip-chip mounting.
Since diffusion is limiting the size of the drift gap, a 1 m3 Dark Matter TPC would require 1-2 (negative ion drift) or
three (electron drift) readout planes of 1 m2, with each plane resulting in a electronics cost of order $250,000. Further-
more, inactive chip regions on at least one edge and the commonly used techniques for I/O connections typically limit
the tiling possibilities of the devices to one double-row of chips. For these reasons, it is very difficult to seamlessly
cover a large area detection plane, as is needed for a directional DM search. Several approaches have recently been
pursued to minimizing the dead region between chips and reducing the size and complexity of detection planes.
4.3.4.1. Flip-chip mounting. Two mounting methods, wire-bonding and flip-chip mounting, depicted in Figure 14,
have been tried with the QPIX chip. The wire-bonding technique (left panel) is a well-studied and very reliable
method. Wire-bonds were used to connect the I/O pads of QPIX-ver.1 to the readout PCB. The problem with this
approach is the presence of dead areas due to bond pads along at least one edge of the chip. In the case of the
QPIX-ver.1, three edges were used for I/O, and a cover was used to shape the electric field.
Flip-chip mounting (see Figure 14) was attempted with QPIX in order to minimize dead area. A charge collection
PCB (CCPCB) was mounted on QPIX-ver.1 by flip-chip bump-bonds. This CCPCB has an array of 20 × 20 charge
collection pads on the gas side, which are connected to the cavity underneath through the CCPCB. QPIX-ver.1 is
mounted in this cavity with flip-chip bump-bonds. Similarly, I/O pads on the chip are also connected with flip-chip
bump-bonds and to the mother board PCB (MBPCB) through CCPCB. The CCPCB is larger than QPIX-ver.1 and
can be mounted on the MBPCB with negligible dead areas. Four CCPCBs mounted on an MBPCB are shown in
Figure 15. Mechanical mounting was successful, but electrical connectivity was not achieved because the surface of
the CCPCB cavity was not sufficiently flat for flip-chip bump-bonding. An improved CCPCB is required for flip-chip
mounting. The performance of some QPIX-ver.1 units with wire-bonds and a triple-GEM amplification stage were
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Figure 15: Four CCPCBs mounted on an MBPCB. Inset shows a close-up of a CCPCB.
studied [178] (see also Section 4.3.2.1). Three out of four chips worked, while the rest had problems either in the
ASIC production or the mounting.
4.3.4.2. Improved chip tiling. Using an improved tiling technique, the Widepix company has produced the WIDEPIX
10 × 10 [191], an array of 10 × 10 (silicon bumped) Timepix chips with a sensitive area of 14.3 × 14.3 cm2, without
dead space between chips. This is obtained by displacing the chips in a way that they are only partially supported
by the PCB holder underneath. The overhanging part of the chips overlay the following PCB and is wire-bonded to
it with a negligible gap to the next sensitive sensor (as can be seen in Figure 16). This creates single row of daisy-
chained read-out chips providing a continuously sensitive area. This technology is fully scalable to virtually any
size. The disadvantage of this approach is the necessity of tilting the rows, though the tilt angle can be minimized by
reducing the chip thickness and the wire-bond area. For example, the backside-thinning of the Timepix chip, done
after bump-bonding to sensors, achieved a minimal thickness of 50 µm. In the final prototype, a more conservative
value of 120 µm was chosen to decrease risks of damage during subsequent steps. The resulting tilting angle was
0.8 degrees. The tiles were connected and read-out along rows using the serial interface of the Timepix chips in a
daisy chain.
4.3.4.3. Through-silicon via connections. In order to overcome limitations associated with wire-bonding and flip-
chip mounting, recent R&D has focussed on the newly developed technology of through-silicon vias (TSV), which
can be used to connect front and back sides of a chip [192]. This technique can be performed at low temperature
(≤ 250o C) on standard CMOS processed wafers (see the process flow diagram in Figure 17). The interconnect is
fabricated from the back-side of a thinned wafer. Plasma etching is used to achieve a sloped profile, to allow the
uniform deposition of the dielectric layer and the copper seed metallization. The vias are isolated from the substrate
with Parylene, and a spray coating of photoresist is used to open the dielectric at the via bottom. An electrical
connection between the front and the back of the wafer is achieved by partially filling the via with copper. This
copper layer is also used to redistribute all necessary I/O signals of the chip uniformly on the back-side. With this
innovative connection and a new type of edgeless silicon sensor [193] (where nearly all the surface is made sensitive
thanks to the removal of the guard rings and the doping of the edge itself to make it actively participate in charge
collection) the The RELAXd project (high REsolution Large Area X-ray Detector) [194] achieved four-side-tilable
Timepix modules, with minimum dead space and able to cover an arbitrary large area.
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Figure 16: The initial idea of tiling based on overlaying rows (top), microscopic photograph of real structure (bottom
right) and the first prototype of single row with touching sensors (bottom left).
Figure 17: Process flow of the through silicon via fabrication: (a) Thinned silicon device wafer (100 mm) is mounted
face down on a glass carrier using wax as a glue layer. (b) The sloped via profile is achieved by reactive ion etching. (c)
Maskless dry etch step is applied to remove negative angles near the via top and sidewall roughness. (d) Silicon oxide
layer is etched away to expose the aluminum landing (bond) pad for electrical connection. (e) Parylene dielectric layer
is deposited and opened at the bottom of the via by dry etching to reach the buried aluminum contact. (f) Seed layer
sputtering and consecutive electroplating of the 5-20 mm thick copper layer which serves as the main conductive path
between the silicon wafer front and back.
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4.3.4.4. Charge focusing. An alternative solution to the readout structure issue has been recently proposed by the
Hawaii group of the D3 experiment. By electrostatically focusing the TPC drift charge before it is detected, the size,
cost, and complexity of construction of such detection planes may be reduced. Simulations confirm such focusing
can be achieved in low-pressure gas without introducing excessive diffusion due to the focusing stage. A first demon-
stration experiment has been performed, using a simplified setup at atmospheric pressure [172]. While further work
is needed, preliminary data suggested a linear focusing factor of order 2.5 to 3.0 for a setup where the simulation
predicted a factor of 2.2. The results are encouraging, and motivate further work to achieve uniform focusing at low
gas pressure, and to determine the maximum feasible focusing factor. For example, linear focusing factors of 3 and 10
could lower the price (and manpower needs of construction) of a large-scale detector by a factor between 9 and 100.
In optimistic scenarios, a 1-m3 detector could then be instrumented with a few (one to three) 1-m2 readout planes,
each with 100 or less pixel chips, at a pixel chip cost of order $2,500 per plane or less. It must be noted that focusing
is advantageous not only because it reduces cost, but also because (compared with using detectors with larger feature
size) it reduces detector noise, which scales with the capacitance of each detector cell, which in turn scales with the
cell area. If charge focusing works well, it may enable large-volume, direction-sensitive WIMP searches at low cost.
5. Optical readout
In addition to ionization, the gas amplification process also produces an abundance of photons [195]. By imaging
these photons, one obtains a 2D projection (x-y) of the recoil track. The photon intensity depends on the ionization
density, and so the surface brightness of the recoil track encodes the recoil sense. Because vacuum viewports with
high optical transparency are readily available, the readout can be situated outside of the gas volume, which helps
minimize radioactive backgrounds. Furthermore, recent advancements in CCD and CMOS technology make optical
imaging a particularly attractive option for TPC readout.
In the early 1990s, Buckland’s group pioneered optical readout of low-pressure TPCs for directional Dark Matter
detection [196, 197]. They built and operated a TPC with 1 m drift length and 100 L volume, coupled to an image
intensifier and a CCD camera. By placing the TPC in a 4.5 kG magnetic field, the transverse diffusion of electrons
was suppressed to under 1 mm over the full 1 m drift distance.
Since then, there have been many developments in optical readouts for diverse applications such as particle de-
tection [198, 199, 200, 201], thermal neutron imaging [202, 203, 204], and gas detector microphysics measurements
[205, 206], to name a few. For direction-sensitive Dark Matter detection, these developments include studies of the
photon yields of various gas mixtures, measurements of the emission spectra as a function of gas mixture and pressure,
and discrimination and directionality studies using a GEM-based detector with high spatial resolution and signal-to-
noise in low-pressure CF4 gas. At present, the Dark Matter Time Projection Chamber (DMTPC) group is carrying out
a WIMP search using CCDs coupled to a low-pressure TPC filled with CF4. We will describe the various design con-
siderations relevant to an optical TPC, and then describe recent results from the GEM-based detector and the DMTPC
experiment.
5.1. Design considerations for an optical TPC
5.1.1. Choice of optical sensor
There are many choices for optical sensor, including CCD, intensified CCD (ICCD), electron multiplying CCD
(EMCCD), CMOS, as well as non-imaging sensors such as PMTs and silicon photomultipliers (SiPM). In this review,
we focus on CCD sensors.
Because the readout of CCDs (as well as ICCD, EMCCD and CMOS sensors) is slow compared to the temporal
extent of a recoil track along the z direction, a CCD provides a 2D projection of the recoil track.4 In principle, the
projected 2D range, combined with the energy loss along the track (dE/dx) could be used to recover the track angle
relative to the drift direction, and this has been done for MeV-scale alpha tracks [207]. But for the low-energy recoils
4As an example, the current state-of-the-art readout speeds allow for the full sensor to be read out in ∼1 ms (with faster frame rates possible for
a pre-selected sub-region of the sensor). The drift speed of electrons in CF4 is on the order of 10 cm/µs, and so 1 ms corresponds to 100 m of drift
distance. In negative ion gases like CS2 the drift speed is much slower, but the negative ions still travel 5 cm in 1 ms, a distance far larger than the
millimeter length scale of the recoil track.
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(tens of keV) relevant for Dark Matter detection, this has not yet been successfully demonstrated. It may be possible
to recover the third dimension of the track by combining the CCD readout with a high-speed sensor. For example,
in promising preliminary work the rise-times of the charge signal [208] and the PMT signal [207] were correlated
with the z extent of the recoil track. Fraga et al. have further shown that with an array of PMTs alone (no CCD) it
is possible to reconstruct a 3D track, with better than 1 mm point resolution, albeit for 5 MeV alpha particles from an
241Am source [207].
5.1.2. Photon production
The photon yield γ/e− during gas amplification (i.e. the number of photons per electron after the avalanche)
depends strongly on the choice of detector gas. While a full review of the optical properties of detector gas mixtures
is beyond the scope of this work, the emission properties of a few gases are mentioned here.
Gas additives with small work functions such as tri-ethyl-amine vapor (TEA) can enhance photon production
[209]. In their work with CH4+TEA and P-10+TEA, Buckland et al. found γ/e− ∼ 1 [196]. In the context of optical
TPCs for Dark Matter detection, CF4 is a particularly interesting gas because its large fluorine content enhances
the sensitivity to spin-dependent WIMP-proton interactions [210], and it is a particularly efficient scintillator. For
example, in pure CF4 from 50 – 600 Torr, Pansky et al. [211] measured ∼300 photons/MeV (primary scintillation),
compared with 0.06 for CH4. In that work, they also measured an avalanche-induced photon production rate of
γ/e− = 0.3 for 160 < λ < 600 nm. Similarly, Kaboth et al. [212] measured γ/e− = 0.34 for 200 < λ < 800 nm using
a single-wire proportional tube filled with pure CF4 gas at pressures of 140 – 180 Torr.
The emission spectrum of CF4 is well-matched to the quantum efficiency of silicon imagers. Measurements at
180 Torr [212] show that the majority (60%) of the emission is in the visible range (λ > 450 nm), with the rest
between 250 nm and 450 nm. Morozov et al. [213] found a pressure dependence of the emission spectrum of CF4,
with the spectrum reddening with pressure from 1 to 5 bar.
The temporal response of CF4 scintillation has also been measured [214]. Although not relevant for CCD readout,
there are schemes by which the third dimension of the track could be recovered optically via timing (e.g. using PMTs),
in which case the temporal response is of interest. Avalanche-induced photon emission in the visible (450–800 nm)
decays exponentially with a single time constant of 15 ns, independent of pressure. The UV emission (220–450 nm) is
dominated by a fast (< 10 ns) decay, while 10% of the UV emission decays more slowly (40 ns). Given that the typical
drift speed of electrons in CF4 is 10 cm/µs, these scintillation time constants could complicate the reconstruction of
the z-coordinate of the track at the sub-millimeter level.
5.1.3. Geometric acceptance
The main challenge of optical readout for a TPC is the trade-off between the imaged detector area and the photon
throughput (the fraction of photons produced in the amplification region that are detected). In practice, the most
substantial loss comes from the geometric acceptance (the solid angle of the lens as seen from the gas amplification
region). As shown below, the geometric acceptance is ∼10−3 for prototype-scale detectors, and smaller for larger
detectors.
The photons generated during the gas amplification process are emitted isotropically. In principle, these photons
could be collimated or focused near the amplification plane (see e.g. [215]), but in practice this has not been achieved
for dark matter detection. Instead, the photon flux decreases with the square of the distance from the source to the
lens, so. The fraction of photons produced in the amplification region that make it into the optical system (ignoring
any losses due to absorption) is called the geometric acceptance η, and is simply the ratio of the lens cross-sectional
area to the surface area of a sphere of radius so: η = D2/(4so)2, where D is the lens aperture diameter, and we have
assumed that so >> D, which is the case in practice.
The expression for η is more useful when cast in terms of the magnification m of the optical system and the
f -number of the lens, which we now do. The magnification is defined as the ratio of the length scale L of the
amplification region to the length scale ` of the sensor. As seen in Figure 18, the magnification can equivalently be
expressed as the ratio of the lens-object separation so and the lens-image separation si: m = so/si. The f -number of
the lens, written f /#, is defined as the ratio of the lens focal length f to the lens diameter: f /# ≡ f /D. Small f -number
lenses are called “fast,” and are advantageous in Dark Matter detection (and in low-light photography) because they
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Figure 18: Schematic showing the side-view of an amplification region (object plane) of linear dimension L imaged
by a lens of diameter D onto an optical sensor (image plane) of linear dimension `. The distance between object plane
and lens is s0, and the distance between the lens and image plane is si.
give a larger geometric acceptance for a given field of view.5
The final, and reasonable, constraint requires that the optical system is focused. In that case (and taking the thin-
lens limit, which is adequate for this discussion), the Lens Maker’s equation states 1/ f = 1/so + 1/si. By combining
this with the expressions for the magnification and f -number, we find
η =
1
16 (m + 1)2 ( f /#)2
. (6)
A fast lens (small value of f /#), and a small magnification factor (large sensor size) are preferred.
For example, a small gas amplification device (e.g. 10 × 10 cm2), imaged by an f /1 lens onto a 2.5 × 2.5 cm2
CCD chip has a geometric acceptance of 3 × 10−3. The acceptance falls approximately quadratically with the linear
dimension of the amplification region, so if the same imager was used for a 1 × 1 m2 amplification region, then the
acceptance would be 4 × 10−5.
5.1.4. Photon throughput
In addition to the geometric acceptance, the signal strength depends on the quantum efficiency QE(λ) of the
imaging sensor, as well as the transparency T (λ) of all elements between the gas amplification region and the sensor.
Both of these depend on the photon wavelength λ, and so it is convenient to compute an average of these quantities
QE? and T?, weighted by the photon emission spectrum (in Section 5.1.2, we discussed the emission spectra of
various gas mixtures). Thus
QE? =
∫
dλ QE(λ) I(λ)∫
dλ I(λ)
, (7)
and
T? =
∫
dλ T (λ) I(λ)∫
dλ I(λ)
, (8)
5The “lens speed” nomenclature (i.e. “fast” and “slow” for a small and large value of f /#, respectively) comes from photography and refers to
the exposure time required to achieve a given signal to noise ratio. The cinematographer Stanley Kubric famously filmed scenes of the movie Barry
Lyndon under natural candlelight using a very fast f /0.7 lens developed by Carl Zeiss for NASA to film the Apollo lunar landings. Commercially
available lenses are typically slower than f /0.95.
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where I(λ) is the number of photons emitted in the gas amplification region as a function of wavelength.
To enhance the quantum efficiency, a back-illuminated CCD (peak QE ∼ 0.95) is preferred to front-illumination
(peak QE ∼ 0.7), although it is more costly [216]. The transparency parameter T (λ) is the product of several inde-
pendent contributions, the details of which depend on the particular detector configuration. As an example, consider a
micromegas gas amplification device, imaged by a CCD camera through a vacuum viewport. Then T (λ) would have
contributions from the optical transparency of the micromegas mesh and cathode material (∼0.7–0.9, depending on
mesh pitch and wire thickness), the vacuum viewport (> 0.9 for 250 nm < λ < 1 µm), and the lens and window of the
CCD (∼0.7–0.9).
5.1.5. Spatial resolution
Once the amplification region and photon sensor chip size are chosen, the spatial granularity is determined by the
number of pixels along a linear dimension of the sensor. For example, if the 2.5×2.5 cm2 sensor in the example above
were divided into 1024×1024 pixels, then each pixel would image a 100×100 µm2 portion of the amplification region.
Geometric track parameters (e.g. the centroid) can be determined with resolution finer than the pixel scale [217].
The granularity can be intentionally degraded by grouping adjacent pixels into a single “bin” on-chip before
readout. This has the added benefit of increasing the signal strength per bin without increasing the read noise, reducing
the data file size, and decreasing the total readout time, since in one dimension, the binning is done in parallel (though
experience shows that for some sensors, the read noise increases moderately with binning, see Section 5.1.7). The
area of the amplification region imaged by a single sensor bin is referred to as a “vixel.”
5.1.6. Signal strength
The overall signal size per sensor pixel (or bin, if the sensor is binned) is given approximately by
Nsignal =
Eion
W
×G × (γ/e−) × T? × QE? × η (9)
where Eion is the ionization energy deposited by a recoiling nucleus over one vixel, W is the work function of the gas
(for CF4, W = 34 eV [35, 218]), and G is the gas gain, typically 104–106.
5.1.7. Noise sources
There are three main sources of noise to consider when using CCD sensors: Poisson noise of the signal, read noise
from the chip’s output amplifier and digitizing electronics, and thermally generated electrons in the sensor, referred to
as dark noise [216].
The Poisson noise of the signal is inescapable and is equal to the square root of the number of photoelectrons gen-
erated in the CCD by incoming light:
√
Nsignal. Ideally, one would reduce other noise sources so that the observations
are Poisson limited. In practice, this is rarely the case.
The read noise, Nread, is specified in terms of the number of electrons (rms), with typical values of ∼3–10 e− rms
for cameras available off-the-shelf. Self-heating of the readout amplifier can increase the read noise [217], so it is
often advantageous to choose a slower digitization speed to reduce the read noise (albeit at the cost of increased dead-
time). For example, the FLI ProLine 9000 camera has two digitization speeds: 1 MHz and 8 MHz, with corresponding
specified read noises of 10 e− and 15 e− rms. The effect of read noise can be mitigated somewhat by binning pixels
before digitization, in which case the read noise contributes only once to the bin, while the signal is increased by
combining individual pixels. The DMTPC group, however, found that the read noise increases with binning in one
dimension. This is likely due to an effect called “spurious charge” that is described in Janesick’s comprehensive text
on CCDs [216].
Dark current refers to thermally generated electrons, and is specified in terms of the number of thermal elec-
trons generated per pixel per time. The dark current is an exponential function of temperature. With typical room
temperature dark rates R(T ) of 104 electrons/pixel/second [217], it is clear that the CCD must be cooled. Typically,
thermoelectric (Peltier) devices can cool the CCD chip to ∼50o C below ambient temperature, which may be sufficient
to keep the dark noise sub-dominant to the read noise.6 If the dark rate is too large, then cryogenic cooling could be
6This statement depends on the read noise and the exposure time for a given CCD. For example, a Peltier-cooled chip can typically suppress the
dark current to less than 0.1 electron/pixel/second, and a typical read noise is ∼10 electrons rms, so for exposure times up to 103 s, the dark noise is
smaller than the read noise.
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employed. While the mean number of thermally generated electrons can be corrected by the subtraction of a dark
frame (a CCD exposure with closed shutter so no external illumination is present), the noise in that correction is given
by the square root of the number of electrons. The dark noise per pixel is then Ndark =
√
R(T ) texp, where texp is the
exposure time of a pixel.
The three noise terms described above are independent, and they combine in quadrature to give the rms noise per
bin:
Nnoise =
√
Nsignal + npix R(T ) texp + N2read, (10)
where npix is the number of CCD pixels that have been grouped into a bin, and Nread is the read noise of the bin. If the
read noise is dominant, then Nnoise ≈ Nread.
5.1.8. Spatial and temporal uniformity
CCD sensors typically have small inhomogeneities across the sensor which come from the sensor material, or the
manufacturing process [216]. A highly-localized source of CCD non-uniformity arises from “hot” pixels, in which
the dark current is significantly higher than their neighbors, by at least 50%; this is typically due to contamination
embedded in the sensor. Similarly, “cold” pixels, in which the response is less than 75% of the average pixel, can arise
from contamination on the surface of the sensor. These pixels can be identified and masked (or assigned interpolated
values) by comparing each pixel to the median pixel value in an image, across a sequence of images.
Other inhomogeneities come from spatial variations in the quantum efficiency, and optical throughput of the
imaging system. These effects can be calibrated by imaging a source of uniform brightness. In astronomy, this is done
with a “flat-field” source. In directional Dark Matter detection, this can be done by uniform irradiation of the TPC
with a gamma calibration source (e.g. 57Co or 55Fe) [219]. This latter technique also corrects for spatial variations in
the gas gain of the amplification region.
Stability of the CCD readout over time is also monitored and calibrated. For example, the CCD bias level and
dark rate may evolve over time. This can be corrected with periodic dark frames, or with regions of the image that
contain no events (possible because in any given event, the vast majority of the CCD pixels are not illuminated by a
recoil track). One can measure the average pedestal value of the non-hit pixels and subtract this image mean from all
pixels in order to correct for short-time-scale temporal variations [220].
5.1.9. Practical challenges
DMTPC has found that the main challenge to CCD robustness comes from the shutter; on several cameras the
shutter has failed mechanically after of order 106 exposures. If operating with 1 s exposure time, then such a shutter
would fail within two weeks. Because there is no ambient light when coupled to the vacuum chamber, the CCD can
in principle operate without a shutter. The main drawback is that a scintillation event that occurs during chip readout
produces image artifacts that must be handled during the analysis. It would likely be advantageous to develop a shutter
with extended lifetime (108 cycles). To address this issue, DMTPC has implemented a mechanically separate shutter
that is triggered electrically by a signal from the camera. This is a common solution for large-format astronomical
sensors, and allows for changing a shutter without modifying the camera or accessing the low-pressure gas detector
volume.
Another issue is the degradation of CCD readout electronics in underground environments. For example, at the
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant facility, the DMTPC collaboration has observed anomalous noise behaviour in one of the
sensors that had been operating underground in a salty atmosphere for two years. This issue is likely generic to all
electronics, but straightforward to address with filtered electronics enclosures and environmental control.
5.2. Backgrounds associated with optical readout
Optical readouts have the advantage of being located outside of the vacuum chamber. This means that there is
no concern about the readout outgassing into the target and modifing the gas properties or producing recoiling radon
progeny in or near the active detector volume. For these reasons the radiopurity requirements on the readout are
relaxed, though attention must be paid to potential sources of neutrons.7
7For example, in the COUPP 4 kg detector, the piezo electric sensors, which were external to the detector volume, were a source of neutrons
that limited the detector sensitivity [221].
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However, there are a number of backgrounds associated with radioactivity passing through the sensor, such as
from cosmic rays or from radioactive decays within the sensor housing, that can produce direct interactions with the
CCD [220]. These events must be discriminated against, either using pattern recognition analysis in the CCD data, or
by requiring a coincidence between optical information from the CCD and ionization information from, e.g. a charge
readout channel on the TPC anode [208], or PMT readout.
Another background population is residual bulk images (RBI), also called ghost-images [216]. When the CCD is
exposed to intense illumination (e.g. from a spark in the detector), some photons (especially ones with long wave-
length) can penetrate deep into the silicon to generate photoelectrons in the depletion region. These photoelectrons
diffuse thermally, eventually reaching the potential well of a pixel, and will appear in the digitized image as a ghost of
the original intense illumination. The intensity of the RBI signal is proportional to the exposure time, and fades from
exposure to exposure with a time constant of minutes to hours, depending on the chip temperature. RBI from sparks
can mimic nuclear recoils, but these image artifacts can be tagged by looking for a signal that is present at the same
location on the chip across a series of exposures.
5.3. A high-resolution GEM-based TPC with CCD readout
An R&D program was undertaken at the University of New Mexico [39] to study the properties of electron and
nuclear recoil tracks in a CCD-based TPC, in regards to discrimination and directionality. For this work, both high
spatial resolution and signal-to-noise were essential. A cascade of Gas Electron Multipliers (GEMs) enabled both
high gas gains at low pressures, and fine granularity for spatial resolution.
Gas gains of > 105 were achieved in 100 Torr CF4. The resulting signal-to-noise was high enough to image
5.9 keV electron tracks from 55Fe X-rays, and use them to obtain an energy spectrum. At even lower pressures
(40 Torr), comparably high gas gains were achieved using Thick GEMs (THGEMs). At these pressures, tracks from
5.9 keV electrons were resolved.
5.3.1. The GEM-based Optical Detector
A schematic of the detector is shown in Figure 19, and a detailed description is provided in Ref. [39]. For the
100 Torr data the detector operated with a cascade of three standard, 7×7 cm2 thin GEMs manufactured at CERN with
a 140 µm pitch hexagonal hole pattern. At lower pressures (down to 40 Torr), a single or double stack of THGEMs
(also manufactured at CERN) replaced the three standard GEMs. Several THGEMs were evaluated, with thicknesses
of 0.4 mm and 1 mm. The hexagonal-patterned holes had diameters and pitches of 0.3 mm and 0.5 mm, which was
the smallest that CERN could make. The induction gap was defined by a wire grid plane with 1 mm pitch placed
3 mm above the last GEM in the cascade (GEM3 in Figure 19). The grid was made from 20 µm diameter gold-plated
tungsten wires. The cathode, placed 1 cm below GEM1, was a 7 × 7 cm2 copper mesh made from 140 µm diameter
wires with a 320 µm pitch.
The detector was housed inside an aluminum vacuum vessel and calibrated using 55Fe (5.9 keV X-rays) and 210Po
(5.3 MeV alphas) sources, both mounted inside the vacuum vessel and each having the capability of being activated
or disabled remotely. The scintillation light from the final GEM (GEM3) was imaged through a BK-7 glass window
positioned above the anode grid.
A back-illuminated CCD camera was mounted on top of the vacuum vessel and coupled to a fast 58 mm f /1.2
Nikon Noct-NIKKOR lens. The camera was a Finger Lakes Instrumentation (FLI) MicroLine ML4710-1-MB, using
a back-illuminated 1024 × 1024 array with 13 × 13 µm2 square pixels made by E2V (CCD47-10-1-353). The peak
quantum efficiency of the CCD was 96% at 560 nm, and the read noise was 10 e− rms for a 700 kHz digitization speed.
The CCD was cooled to −38oC using a Peltier device, giving a dark current of < 0.1 e−/pix/sec. The camera imaged
a 2.8 × 2.8 cm2 region of the top-most GEM surface, giving a magnification of m = 2.1 and an geometric acceptance
of η = 4.5 × 10−3.
5.3.2. Gas gain at low pressure
An 55Fe X-ray source was used to measure the effective gas gain and for energy calibration. All gain measurements
were made by reading out the signals from the last GEM electrode (GEM3 in Figure 19, or the equivalent if THGEMs
were used) with an ORTEC 142IH charge sensitive preamplifier. At a pressure of 100 Torr, with the triple-GEM
configuration, effective gains as high as 3 × 105 were achieved. At 100 Torr, a stable gain (no sparking or corona)
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Figure 19: Left: Schematic of the CCD detector showing the relative positions of detector components. The optical
system, consisting of the CCD camera and lens, sits outside the vacuum vessel and images the central 2.8 × 2.8 cm2
region of the top-most GEM surface. Right: Close-up view of the detection volume and GEM stack showing the
relevant detector dimensions.
of ∼ 1 × 105 was achieved. At lower pressures of pure CF4, the triple-GEM detector was found to be unstable due
to sparking and THGEMs were used instead. The THGEMs provided excellent gas gains: 2 × 105 in 50 Torr with a
single THGEM, and in 35 Torr with a double-THGEM stack. Further details of the detector operation with THGEMs
can be found in Ref. [222].
The extremely high (> 105) gas gains achieved at the low, 35–100 Torr pressures provided ample signal-to-noise
to image electron tracks from 55Fe X-rays. These tracks were used to derive optical 55Fe spectra that were used to
calibrate the energy scale across a large dynamic range, from low-energy electrons from Compton scattering (with a
60Co gamma source), to ∼5 MeV alpha tracks. The detection threshold for the 100 Torr data was found to be ∼2 keVee.
The energy resolution varied between 30% and 40% (FWHM/mean) in all pressures where it was measured. Some
examples of electron tracks from 55Fe and the resulting energy spectra are shown in Figure 20. There it can be seen
that the 5.9 keV electron tracks are clearly resolved. In fact, the tracks are resolved even at 100 Torr, although those
at the lower pressures show greater details of energy loss and fluctuations. Resolving both electron and nuclear recoil
tracks at these energies is an important result, both for discrimination and directionality, as discussed in [39]. For
example, this could open up the window for directional low-mass WIMP searches.
5.3.3. Discrimination and directional sensitivity
The electron/nuclear recoil discrimination, as well as nuclear recoil track direction sensitivity were studied exper-
imentally using gamma (60Co) and neutron (252Cf) calibration sources. Using the reconstructed track properties of
events in the detector, an electron recoil rejection factor of ≤ 3.9 × 10−5 was achieved above 25 keVr (10keVee) in
100 Torr CF4. The high spatial resolution and high signal to noise were very important to tag electron recoils. The
large fluctuations in dE/dx for an electron recoil means that at a lower signal to noise, only the portion of an electron
recoil track with large dE/dx may be visible, and that portion can mimic a nuclear recoil (for further details, see [39]).
Studies of the corresponding discrimination possible with only a 1D readout found that the discrimination threshold
is a factor of three worse than for 2D. Simulations of this detector suggest that with 3D track reconstruction, the
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Figure 20: Left: Image of 5.9 keV 55Fe electronic recoil tracks in 50 Torr CF4 at 6 × 6 on-chip binning. An averaging
filter with a 3 × 3 block size has been applied to the image to improve signal-to-noise without significantly degrading
resolution. At this pressure, the tracks are well-resolved and fluctuations in energy loss and range straggling are also
clearly seen. Right: An 55Fe energy spectrum obtained optically from CCD imaging of electronic recoil tracks in
100 Torr CF4. The data was taken with a maximum stable gain of ∼ 2 × 105 and with 6 × 6 on-chip binning. The
smaller secondary feature to the right of the primary peak is from event pile-up.
discrimination threshold would be 35% better than in the 2D case.
The directional sensitivity of the detector to nuclear recoils was studied using neutrons from a 252Cf source. The
track axis of nuclear recoils was resolvable down to 40 keVr (20 keVee), meaning that the axial directionality threshold
was about a factor of two worse than the discrimination threshold. The vector (sense) reconstruction threshold was
55 keVr, above which the sense is reconstructed correctly more than 50% of the time.
5.4. Optical readout in the DMTPC experiment
The DMTPC group has developed optical readout of TPC detectors with emphasis on measuring the direction
and energy of 100 GeV/c2 WIMP dark matter scatters in low-pressure (30–100 Torr) CF4 gas. Signals from recoiling
nuclei are read out with both optical and charge sensors [223, 219]. This section describes the DMTPC detector R&D
work, and presents directional sensitivity results from those experiments.
5.4.1. DMTPC detector configuration
The DMTPC optical system employs CCDs and PMTs to image the micromegas-like TPC amplification region
through a vacuum viewport (a window). DMTPC also implements charge readout, again external to the vacuum
vessel. The charge channel comprises a fast amplifier connected via an electrical feedthrough to the TPC ground
electrode, a pre-amplifier to the TPC anode electrode, and (optionally) a pre-amplifier to an electrically-isolated outer
veto ring of the anode. The primary tracking information comes from the optical readout, while a complementary
energy measurement comes from the single charge channel measurement on the TPC anode. The rise time of the
charge mesh channel is used to distinguish particles with low dE/dx, e.g. from gamma scattering [208]. The PMT
signal is used to trigger the CCD data collection. A schematic of the detector readout is shown in Figure 21.
DMTPC has built a series of prototypes to develop various aspects of the optical readout. The first detector, (i),
built in 2007, was a small MWPC chamber with 2 mm wire pitch. This prototype was used to demonstrate head-tail
identification capability using optical readout [224]. In subsequent prototypes, the drift field is created by a cathode
mesh, field-shaping rings attached to a resistor chain and a ground mesh [223]. The cathode and ground planes of the
TPC are formed of meshes with 256 µm pitch in both x and y directions (as is the anode plane in later prototypes).
This higher pitch amplification scheme was developed in the second prototype, (ii), which was formed of two optically
separate back-to-back TPCs, each imaged by a single CCD camera, for a fiducial volume of 10L [220]. Detector (ii)
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Figure 21: Top left: schematic of the m3 DMTPC prototype detector; each of the four TPCs is 1.2 m in diameter and
27 cm in length. One pair of TPCs is imaged by one CCD and four PMTs, while the other pair is imaged by four
CCDs and one PMT. Each camera views the shared anode of each pair of TPCs through the lens, the cathode mesh,
and the ground mesh. Top right: photo of the detector, showing one TPC. Bottom left: measured gas gain in the m3
detector as a function of anode voltage. Inset shows the 55Fe source spectrum used to measure the peak voltage for
the gain calculation. Bottom right: measured nuclear recoil candidate angle qrecoil with respect to the neutron source
for AmBe neutron calibration data in the m3 detector. Inset (left) shows an example nuclear recoil event of candidate
energy 60 keVr in the raw data (with no rebinning or filtering), while inset (right) shows the reconstruction from fitting
this event. Intensity in units of digital CCD counts is indicated by color.
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was also used to prototype the charge readout scheme. To scale up to large volumes while preserving the direction
measurement capability, multi-camera readout of a large amplification region is needed. The third prototype (iii) was
instrumented with four cameras (and three PMTs) viewing a common amplification region, for a fiducial volume of
20L [219]. This detector also explored PMT readout, and was used to further develop the ground mesh charge readout
and anode veto electrode. In order to increase the readout volume per unit cost, an all-mesh amplification region was
developed in a small prototype (iv) [205], such that two back-to-back drift regions can be imaged by one CCD. These
developments were incorporated into the design of a 1 m3 fiducial volume detector (v), which DMTPC is currently
commissioning. The m3 prototype is shown in Figure 21.
The typical drift electric field employed is 150–250 V/cm, chosen to minimize the transverse diffusion of the
drifting electrons [225] at the chamber operating pressure. The ground mesh to anode plane separation is 0.3–1 mm
(in various prototypes), with a typical amplification region field of 15 kV/cm. In this arrangement, straggling of the
primary ion and diffusion in the drift region dominate the track width. The operating anode voltage is chosen to
maximize the gain while limiting the rate of electronic discharge between the anode and ground plane to a few mHz.
The gas gain in the amplification region is 104–106 (ii − v), measured with an 55Fe calibration source [220, 226]. The
gain dependence on anode voltage for the m3 prototype operated at 30 Torr is shown in Figure 21.
Scintillation light produced in the amplification region is focused by a photographic lens onto a CCD. Prototypes
have used various lens/camera combinations, including a Nikon 55 mm focal length, f /1.2 lens (ii, iv), a Canon
85 mm, f /1.2 lens (iii), and a Canon 55 mm, f /0.95 lens (iv). Detector (v) uses four Nikon 55 mm f /1.2 lenses
and one Canon 55 mm f /0.95 lens. Prototypes (i, ii, iii) use Apogee Alta U6 cameras with 1024 × 1024 pixels
(24 × 24 µm2 each), and 8 e− rms read noise (unbinned, though see Section 5.1.7). The CCD clock rate is 1 MHz
with 16-bit digitization. Pixels are binned 2 × 2 or 4 × 4 prior to digitization, with a typical binned readout time of
200 ms. Prototype (iv) uses an Andor iKon-L 936 camera with 2048 × 2048 pixels, each of size 13.5 × 13.5 µm2,
and 3.9 e− rms read noise. Prototype (v) uses four front-illuminated FLI ProLine 9000 cameras with 3056 × 3056
pixels of size 12 × 12 µm2, and 10 e− rms read noise to image one pair of TPCs (each camera images a quarter of the
amplification region, giving η = 2× 10−4 for each optical system), and one Spectral Instruments 1100S camera with a
back-illuminated 4096 × 4096 pixel Fairchild 486 sensor with 15 × 15 µm2 pixels, and 7 e− rms read noise (1 MHz
digitization) to image another pair of TPCs (η = 2 × 10−4 for this optical system as well). All four TPCs are situated
in the same vacuum vessel, shown schematically in Figure 21.
The detector dimensions vary, with drift cage heights from 10 cm (i, iv) up to 30 cm (iii), and diameters of 27 cm
(ii, iii, iv) to 118 cm (v). Several of the detectors have back-to-back TPCs (ii, iv, v), which are optically isolated by a
solid anode plane in (ii), or optically transparent, using a mesh anode plane in (iv, v). Using a mesh anode plane allows
one CCD camera to image two drift regions that share a common anode, and therefore doubles the fiducial volume per
readout [223]. The penalty of this arrangement is the additional mesh the CCD views the far TPC through, reducing
the photon throughput. The mesh transparency is 0.8–0.9 [220, 219], and therefore optical signals from the far TPC
are attenuated by that corresponding factor. The area of the amplification region imaged by a single unbinned CCD
pixel is approximately 50–180 µm on a side (the range is for various prototype detector configurations, where the
smallest is (iv) and the largest is (ii)).
The vixel size determines the spatial resolution of the optical system. For reference, in 75 Torr of CF4, a recoiling
fluorine nucleus with 50 keV kinetic energy travels approximately 1 mm before stopping. Therefore with a vixel linear
dimension of 150 µm, 7–8 points along the track are measured. Binning 4 × 4 prior to readout increases the effective
vixel linear dimension to 600 µm, resulting in 2–3 samples along the track length.
5.4.2. Optical readout directional sensitivity results
The directionality achievable with optical readout depends primarily on the ratio of track length to track width,
which in turn depend on diffusion, straggling and gas pressure. The ability to correctly measure the track width and
length depend on the signal-to-noise per pixel.
In the track reconstruction, the projected track length on the amplification plane is calculated by fitting the track
with a two-dimensional track hypothesis based on the Bragg curve convolved with a Gaussian kernel in width and
length to account for diffusion [226]. The starting guess for the reconstruction range comes from the maximally
separated pixels in the cluster. The starting guess for the track angle projected on the amplification plane, φ, is
determined by finding the major axis angle of an ellipse with the same second moment as the pixels in the cluster.
The starting guess for the sense of the direction is estimated from the skewness of the track light yield. The fit result
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for the track projected range, φ, and direction sense, come with a fit probability, which is used as a cut to select well-
reconstructed tracks. The angle and sense measurements are made on an event-by-event basis, rather than statistically.
The directionality results from prototypes (i) and (ii) were published before the fitting method was developed.
They used the starting-guess methods above. In (i), the drift length was 5 cm, and the angular resolution was mea-
sured with a D-T neutron source to be ∼20o above an energy of 100 keVee. The sense of recoils could be correctly
determined 100% of the time above 200 keVee [224]. In (ii), the drift length is 20 cm, and the recoil energy and angle
reconstruction resolution were measured to be 15% and 40o at 50 keVee (80 keVr) with a 252Cf neutron calibration
source [220]. In (iii), the drift length is 27 cm [219] and the track reconstruction fitting method is used to determine
the direction and sense. To measure the axial angular resolution and sense reconstruction capability, an 241Am alpha
source was inserted into the vessel at various orientations such that only the last few hundred keV of ionization was
within the active volume of the TPC [226]. In that configuration, the axial angular resolution was measured to be <15o
at 100 keVee, and the sense of the recoils could be correctly determined >75% of the time at that energy [226]. With
a high-gain (3 × 105) triple mesh amplification region in prototype (iv), axial angular resolution of 40o was measured
at 20 keVee threshold, and the threshold above which the sense of the recoils could be correctly determined >50% of
the time was measured to be 40 keVee [205]. The direction measurement is currently being commissioned in the m3
prototype, using AmBe neutrons as the calibration source. The nuclear recoil candidate event direction distribution
for AmBe calibration data in this detector at 30 Torr is shown in Figure 21.
A main result from the studies in prototype (iv) is that in order to correctly reconstruct the track sense, the ratio
of track length to track width must be >3. This can be achieved at lower energy thresholds by lowering the pres-
sure. For example, with the detector performance of (iv), this can be achieved at 50 keVr threshold at approximately
20 Torr [226]. Therefore, to improve the direction sense measurement, DMTPC is working to lower the gas pressure.
Stable gas gain of 1.5× 105 at 30 Torr has been achieved in the m3 prototype (detector (v)). The penalty of lengthened
tracks at fixed recoil energy is a lower ionization density, and therefore lower signal-to-noise.
Other R&D results from DMTPC prototypes are beyond the scope of this review, however for information on
backround rejection see [220] and [208].
5.5. Scalablity of optical readouts
The great advantage of CCDs for optical readout is their high granularity, low cost per channel, and ease of data
acquisition, all in a package that is external to the gas volume. Regarding cost, the Spectral Instruments 1100S CCD,
for example, has 1.7×107 channels (pixels) at 0.005 USD/channel. The cost is similar for the ProLine 4301E camera.
Many years of commercial R&D have led to sensors that are both low-noise and relatively low-cost. For directional
Dark Matter detection, an ideal imaging sensor would have a large overall size (to keep m small, and therefore η large),
high granularity (to achieve sub-mm vixel sizes), and a low read noise. There are a number of drivers for large-format,
low-noise CCD technology beyond Dark Matter applications, such as development for metrology, machine vision,
security, and medicine. The data acquisition generally requires nothing more than a USB or Ethernet connection to a
PC.
To instrument very large detector volumes, one might consider fabricating a set of detector modules, each of
1 × 1 × 0.5 m3 volume, each read out by a single CCD. The 1 × 1 m2 dimension is set by the availability of large-
format CCDs, and the practical limit of f /0.9 for lens speed. For example, a 4096 × 4096 sensor with 24 µm square
pixels (this chip exists but is not yet in wide-scale production), paired with a Canon f /0.95 lens (currently in use by
DMTPC) would give η = 6 × 10−4 and a spatial pitch of 0.25 mm (vixel size, unbinned). The ProLine 4301E camera
with the same lens would give η = 2 × 10−4, and a spatial pitch of 0.5 mm. This can be compared with the DMTPC
4Shooter detector which had η = 7 × 10−4 and a vixel size of 0.64 mm (after 4 × 4 binning).
The 0.5 m dimension (two separate drift regions, each 25 cm long) is determined by the requirement that the
transverse diffusion is less than the track length for a 50 keVr recoil [132, 219]. This is a pressure- and electric field-
dependent statement, however this assumes that the reduced drift field (electric field divided by gas number density)
is chosen to minimize the transverse diffusion. For example, in 30 Torr CF4 the transverse diffusion is minimized for a
drift field of 120 V/cm [225]. All electrodes are made of mesh, with optical transparency of ∼0.9, with the single CCD
camera imaging the central anode (thereby reading out both TPCs) [226]. The cost for the optical readout (lens &
packaged CCDs) per 0.5 m3 module would be approximately $25k–$50k (depending on the readout pitch) at current
prices. This does not assume any custom sensor development or economy of scale, which could potentially reduce
the costs substantially. A very large detector would consist of many of these modules.
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5.6. Conclusion
Offering high-channel-count sensors external to the vessel and a trival data acquisition system, optical readout
is a promising technology for directional Dark Matter detection. The main challenge of optical readouts is the low
photon throughput due mostly to geometric acceptance, though an increased gas amplification factor can compensate.
The work with GEM and THGEM amplification has shown that stable gains in excess of 105 are possible, even at
low gas pressures (down to 35 Torr). CCDs (or another pixellated, slow optical readout) provide a 2D projection of
the recoil track, though there are good prospects for recovering the third track dimension using a companion sensor
such as PMTs or charge readout. Optical readouts with very high signal to noise and spatial resolution have achieved
electron/nuclear recoil track discrimination down to 25 keVr, axial track reconstruction down to 40 keVr, and track
sense recognition down to 55 keVr, all in a low-pressure gas (100 Torr). Several optical TPCs have been built for
Dark Matter searches. A detector with a volume of a cubic meter is currently under commissioning by the DMTPC
group. The upcoming deployment of this detector underground will provide valuable information about directional
sensitivity and signal-background discrimination at low-energy in a large-scale detector, as well as the use of a single
camera to image an amplification region with an area of a square meter. The prospects for scaling optical readouts to
larger volumes have been helped by the demonstration of triple-mesh amplification regions with high gains (>105),
and would be further improved with the availability of large-format CCD chips (>50 mm).
6. Nuclear emulsions
6.1. Super-high resolution nuclear emulsion
A proposal for a pilot experiment with an emulsion-based detector has been recently proposed by the NEWS
Collaboration (Nuclear Emulsions for WIMP Search) [227]. A nuclear emulsion is a kind of photographic film
that can record charged particle tracks with very high spatial resolution. Emulsions consist of silver-halide crystals
dispersed in a polymer layer, typically gelatin. Silver-halide crystals are semiconducting with a band gap of 2.7 eV,
and work as a sensor to detect charged particles. An essential step in this detection mechanism is the formation of
latent image specks, which are silver clusters several nanometers in size. These specks are formed by the following
reaction between ionized electrons and interstitial silver ions [228, 229], with n ≥ 4 for typical latent image specs:
Ag+ + e− → Ag1
Ag1 + Ag+ + e− → Ag2 · · · Agn. (11)
Through a chemical treatment called development, the latent image specks become silver grains. The size of a silver
grain after development is typically around 50 nm. A nuclear recoil can be reconstructed by imaging sets of these
silver grains.
The spatial and angular resolutions achievable with an emulsion are determined by the silver halide crystal size
and density. A super-high-resolution nuclear emulsion called the “Nano-Imaging Tracker” (NIT) was developed at
Nagoya University (Japan) in 2010. The mean crystal size in the NIT is 40 nm (6 nm standard deviation) [230], and
the overall density of the device is 3.3 g/cm3. Figure 22 shows the production machines for nuclear emulsions and the
NIT. The expected intrinsic tracking performance, taking into account the crystal size distribution and assuming 100%
quantum efficiency (QE), has been simulated with SRIM [231]. The ideal intrinsic direction-sensitive efficiency and
angular resolution defined from only the crystal size and density are about 50% and 30o for C recoils of 20 keVr.
Typically, optical microscopes are used to read out nuclear emulsions. The efficiency in the signal detection,
and the discrimination power between signal and background, depends critically on the threshold for detectable track
length, and the detection of very short tracks with an optical microscope is very challenging. Nevertheless, ongoing
R&D has improved the scanning speed and efficiency for all track orientations [232, 233], making optical microscopy
very attractive.
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Figure 22: Left: Self-production machine for nuclear emulsion gel. Right: NIT device coated onto a glass base.
Figure 23: Operational prototype optical microscope systems developed for directional dark matter detection. Left:
A system at the Nagoya University. Right: The system used at both Naples and LNGS.
6.2. Readout strategy for NIT
The readout for very short tracks in the NIT uses a multi-level trigger or filter system based on microscopy.
The first step uses fully automated, high-speed optical microscopy, based on techniques developed for the OPERA
experiment [234, 235]. The resolution of optical microscopy is limited by the Rayleigh criterion; however, shorter
tracks can be distinguished from noise using shape recognition after expanding the emulsion [236]. An optical system
capable of shape recognition was constructed at the Nagoya University, as well as at the University of Napoli and the
Gran Sasso National Laboratory (LNGS). Pictures of these prototype systems are shown in Figure 23. An ellipse is fit
to the optically reconstructed track, and track parameters such as the lengths of the minor and major axes, brightness,
and number of pixels making up the cluster are reconstructed. Candidate events are selected by applying a cut on the
ratio of the lengths of the major and minor axes. The optically measured ellipticity is correlated with the true track
length. The relationship between the two is measured using X-ray microscopy, which has a resolution of a few tens of
nanometers [237]. After elliptical shape recognition with optical microscopy has been used to select candidate events,
further discrimination is achieved by a higher precision shape analysis of the optical images. Finally candidate tracks
are confirmed by super-high resolution microscopy techniques.
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Figure 24: Left: Optical microscope image of 100 keV C ion tracks. Right: The corresponding distribution of major
axis orientation determined from elliptical shape fitting for events whose ratio of lengths of major and minor axes
exceeds 1.25.
6.3. Submicron track selection performance
A prototype readout system that achieves sub-micron spatial resolution has been constructed for directional dark
matter detection. A standard mechanical stage controls motion in the x-y plane, while a piezo actuator controls motion
in the z direction. Epi-illumination optics were adopted to obtain sufficient contrast to distinguish several 10 nm silver
grains, which is essential for NIT readout. Optical images were taken with a CMOS camera (4 MPix, 180 fps). The
field of view (FOV) was 110×110 µm2, and the effective pixel size was 55 nm for a 100× objective lens. The prototype
system was designed to analyze 50 g of emulsions per year.
The spatial resolution of the optical imager is an important factor in the efficiency of candidate selection. In the
current prototype, an objective lens of high numerical aperture (NA=1.45) and short wavelength (450 nm) has been
installed. The resulting effective spatial resolution determined from the point-spread-function (PSF) is 230 nm.
The detection performance has been evaluated experimentally using an ion-implant system to implant monochro-
matic ions (e.g. C, O, Kr, F, B, etc.) with energies in the range 10 – 200 keVr, and with uniform direction (angular
spread < 0.6o). The detection efficiency has been evaluated for C ions introduced from a CO2-Ar gas mixture. Ab-
solute tracking efficiencies for carbon ions at 60 keV, 80 keV, and 100 keV is 30%, 61% and 73%, respectively, with
a systematic error of about 5–10%. These values are consistent with the simulations after taking into account the
readout efficiency with the SRIM and silver halide crystal size and density effects, assuming 100% QE. This consis-
tency indicates that the current device has 100% QE for carbon ion energies larger than 60 keVr, without tuning the
background rejection power. A comparison between data and simulation reveals that the angular resolution is pri-
marily limited by the emulsion crystal size and by straggling, not microscope spatial resolution. The track detection
efficiency is therefore limited by pixel resolution, and so finer pixel processing (e.g. 22 nm/pix) should improve the
track detection efficiency from 30% to more than 50% for carbon ion energies of 60 keVr. Sample track images, and
the distribution of reconstructed track angles for 100 keVr carbon ions are shown in Figure 24. The measured angular
resolution of 20o includes not only the effects of the intrinsic angular resolution of the imaging system, but also the
scattering experienced by low-energy recoils (straggling) [227].
The elliptical fitting analysis of optical images works for event selection, but a more effective shape analysis after
elliptical selection is under development. Multivariate and neural network analyses are also promising as second
triggers for events selection. Such studies are also underway.
6.4. X-ray microscope system
A hard X-ray microscope system is one tool used to confirm that candidate events selected via optical microscopy
are nuclear recoils. The hard X-ray microscope provides non-destructive sensing, with a higher spatial resolution than
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Figure 25: Schematics and picture of a hard X-ray microscope system at BL37XU, SPring-8.
optical microscopy (optical microscopy cannot yet resolve individual grains). The hard X-ray microscope system was
constructed in the BL37XU line of SPring-8 [238]. It uses a Fresnel zone-plate as a condenser, and a set of objective
lenses and a CMOS camera to image light converted by a thin phosphor screen made of fine Tb-doped Gd2O2S powder.
In addition, by adopting the phase-contrast method using Zernike phase plates, higher contrast imaging of small silver
grains was obtained. The optics were tuned to X-ray energies of 6 or 8 keV (6 keV was used more often because
it provides higher contrast). Measurement of a line-and-space test pattern made from 100 nm-thick Ta revealed an
effective spatial resolution better than 70 nm. Figure 25 shows the scheme and picture of the experimental site. The
system includes a mechanical drive stage for semi-automatic scanning and acquisition of coordinate information,
moving to the coordinates of candidate events selected by the optical microscope. The cross-calibration of the two
reference systems was achieved thanks to mask patterns printed on the film. A matching accuracy better than 5 µm in
a FOV of 20 × 20 µm2 was sufficient for our scientific goals.
Combining the optical and X-ray microscope system, a readout efficiency of 50% was achieved for 120 nm tracks
identified by elliptical shape selection with an elliptical cut-off of 1.25, optical resolution of 230 nm and effective pixel
size of 55 nm [237]. Tests with a smaller pixel size have shown even better results.
6.5. Very-high-precision analysis method using plasmon resonance
Plasmon resonance is the collective oscillation of free electrons in response to an external electric field. A localized
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) is an important effect in this system. Free electrons in nano-metallic particles have
a natural frequency due to the binding force responding to displacement generated by electrostatic attraction in an
external electric field. For the tens of nanometer-scale silver nano-particles that constitute tracks in a NIT, this creates
a resonance condition at visible wavelengths [239]. In addition, if assuming a non-spherical structure, like an ellipsoid
body, the dipole moment depends on the direction, which can be seen by the angle of linear polarization. For example,
when the linear polarization aligns with the ellipsoid’s major axis, the resonance wavelength tends to be longer than
when the polarization aligns with the minor axis. Thus, plasmon resonance provides information at smaller spatial
scales than does standard optical imaging.
Analysis of the plasmon response for different polarizations should allow for signal-background discrimination
and the reconstruction of shorter tracks because the silver grains that form the track have a filamentary structure and
encode information about the energy deposited by the particle that passed through the crystal. This is attributed to
differences in the number and size of latent image specks on silver halide crystal. For example, developed silver
grains due to accidental noise or low dE/dx particles like γ/β-ray backgrounds, tend to be small and show spherical
structures. In contrast, high dE/dx particles, like nuclear recoils, tend to have very complicated filamentary structure,
with several large latent image specks expected to form on the crystal. This difference will be distinguishable by the
polarization effect in the plasmon resonance. A super-high-resolution analysis method was proposed using position
displacement due to plasmon resonance peak differences, because resonance peaks are not simultaneous, and the
position displacement can be obtained for specific wavelengths. The spatial resolution is defined by the position
accuracy of 10 nm, which is possible because this system is not limited by the Rayleigh criterion. Shorter tracks can
be distinguished by this effect easily from simple silver clusters, as demonstrated in Figure 26.
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Figure 26: Analysis of polarization dependence due to the plasmon effect. Left: measured positions of simple silver
nano-particles. Right: measured carbon recoil track.
6.6. Future plan for high-speed optical microscope and fine-analysis microscopy
A high-speed microscope system capable of 10 kg/year scanning throughput has been designed. Such a system
would include an imaging sensor with high definition and frame rate, and a µs pulsed laser or a high intensity pulsed
LED synchronized with a camera shutter to acquire images free from the vibrations created by high-speed driving. In
addition, since the scanning speed scales with the number of images required, a new objective lens with a large depth
of focus (DOF) would be used. A lens with large NA and central obscuring mask is chosen because it provides a larger
DOF and higher resolution than a full-aperture lens. For the optics described above, with a FOV of 240 × 180 µm2
(effective pixel size of 60 nm), a DOF of 1 µm – 2 µm, a 12 MPix imager operating at 300 fps, and an image acquisition
speed of 5 Hz (100 ms for sample translation and 100 ms for image exposure), the achievable scanning throughput
becomes ∼2 kg/year. The achievable readout speed for an optical microscope readout system using custom-made
lenses with a large enough FOV scales linearly with the number of cameras and computers. The scanning throughput
can then be increased from ∼2 kg/year to ∼10 kg/year by using four cameras in parallel (total FOV of 484× 360 µm2),
and by increasing the DOF with a custom-made objective lens.
Plasmon analysis is proposed as the next high-precision analysis of candidate events selected by a high-speed
optical readout. The plasmon analysis does not require high-speed scanning power. However, an efficient analysis
system using the polarization effect should be constructed. The proposed system is based on a standard epi-illuminated
optical microscope, and installing a beam splitter enables simultaneous imaging of different polarization angles by
several cameras. These images would be analyzed to exploit the plasmon effect and achieve more efficiently the 10 nm
resolution.
7. Readouts as used in directional experiments
As explained in Sections 3 through 6, each of these readout technologies has been used in the context of a di-
rectional Dark Matter search. In Table 2, we compile a list of directional Dark Matter detectors that are using these
readouts, and present some detector performance metrics. However, we strongly caution that the table is not a com-
parison of the readout technologies themselves, because many factors other than readout technology impact the overal
detector performance. Some of the table entries are not a consequence of the readout used, but rather of other par-
ticular design choices followed by each experiment. As an example, the table may seem to imply a link between
MWPCs and negative-ion gas operation (since DRIFT uses CS2). But this is just a design choice of the DRIFT exper-
iment. Conversely, the MIMAC collaboration chooses to operate with an electron-drift TPC (a mixture of CF4, CHF3,
45
and C4H10), but micromegas have been successfully operated in electronegative gases [241]. Additionally, quantities
having to do with track reconstruction (e.g. angular resolution and directional energy threshold) depend critically on
diffusion during drift (and therefore on the total drift length of a given detector, and the particular gas mixture used).
Suffice it to say that there are many factors, separate from the capability of the readout technology, that influence the
overall detector performance.
Additionally, members of the directional Dark Matter community are working to define a figure of merit to quan-
tify the sensitivity of a full-scale directional detector to WIMP cross-section as a function of readout technology
and detector cost. The prototypes and technologies summarized in this paper aim at demonstrating the feasibility
of track reconstruction at the low energies relevant for dark matter direct detection; we focus on this performance
comparison in Table 2. Most prototype detectors are relatively small and have not yet been through the process of
cost-optimization for a full-scale detector design, so a comparison of readout cost goes beyond the scope of this paper.
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8. Conclusions
The quest for a competitive WIMP detector with directional sensitivity is well-motivated, as it would give access
to an unambiguous signature of Dark Matter. The benefits of directional detection have been recognized since the
observable signature was described in 1988 [9]. The construction of a detector that is sensitive to this signature,
however, is technologically challenging. Most efforts are focused on detectors able to image the short tracks left by
the WIMP-induced nuclear recoils. To image these tracks with sufficient resolution to extract the sought directional
information, while at the same time sampling the large detector volumes needed for a competitive WIMP signal, puts
very strong requirements on the readout technologies. In this paper we have reviewed the various technological options
being currently explored in the community. Apart from the nuclear emulsion technique, which aims at imaging recoils
in solids, all the other focus on low-pressure TPCs. The TPC readouts being explored include MWPCs, Micromegas,
µPICs, optical CCDs, and pixel chips. Definitive progress with all these devices is being achieved in one or more of the
basic requirements: granularity, radiopurity, homogeneity, stability and scalability. However, when combined together
the quest remains a formidable one and no clear leading strategy has yet emerged among them all. Work progresses on
many fronts and prototypes of medium size (0.1–1 m3) have been built. The feedback obtained from their operation
will be precious to assess the feasibility of a large-scale experiment with directional sensitivity. The evolution of
non-directional detectors in the near future will also be crucial. The detection, or strong hint, of a WIMP signal
in a non-directional detector would stimulate immediate interest in the construction of a large directional detector,
not only to cross-check the signal, but also to characterize the local WIMP galactic velocity distribution via “WIMP
astronomy.”
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